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Genetic Analysis Uncovers Functions of Atypical Polyubiquitin Chains 

Fernando	Meza	Gutierrez	

Abstract 

Polyubiquitination, the covalent attachment of a chain of ubiquitin to lysine (K) residues 

on proteins, is a highly conserved and abundant post-translational modification. It most 

commonly targets proteins for degradation but also has non-proteolytic functions. 

Polyubiquitin chains linked by each of the seven lysines on ubiquitin adopt distinct 

conformations. This structural variation is thought to explain the functional diversity of 

polyubiquitination. Although the functions of K48 and K63-linked chains are well 

understood, the functions of chains linked by the remaining ubiquitin lysine residues 

remain to be discovered. The aim of the dissertation work described here was to elucidate 

the functions of atypical polyubiquitin chains in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. In Chapters 1 

and 2, a high-throughput genetic screen that served to uncover the genetic interactions of 

six of the seven ubiquitin-chain types is described. This genetic screen led to the 

discovery of two novel functions in amino acid homeostasis and cell cycle regulation by 

polyubiquitin chains linked through lysine 11 of ubiquitin. Chapter 3 details a novel 

method that is currently being developed to comprehensively identify substrates of 

specific polyubiquitin chain types using top-down proteomics. Altogether, the present 

work has advanced our understanding of the functions of polyubiquitin and provided 

novel methodologies to study the ubiquitin-proteasome system. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Genetic Analysis Reveals Functions of Atypical Polyubiquitin Chains 

Fernando Meza-Gutierrez*, Deniz Simsek*, Arda Mizrak, Adam Deutschbauer, Hannes 

Braberg, Jeffrey Johnson, Jiewei Xu, Michael Shales, Michelle Nguyen, Raquel Tamse-

Kuehn, Curt Palm, David O. Morgan, Lars Steinmetz, Nevan J. Krogan, David P. 

Toczyski  

Although polyubiquitin chains linked through all lysines of ubiquitin exist, specific 

functions are well-established only for lysine-48 and lysine-63 linkages in 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae. To identify pathways that are regulated by distinct 

polyubiquitin chains, strains with lysine-to-arginine ubiquitin mutations were crossed to a 

gene deletion array. Double mutant strains were analyzed to identify genes having 

genetic interactions with specific linkage types. The K11R mutant had strong genetic 

interactions with threonine biosynthetic genes. Consistently, we found that K11R mutants 

import threonine poorly. The K11R mutant also exhibited a strong genetic interaction 

with a subunit of the anaphase-promoting complex, suggesting a role in cell cycle 

regulation. K11-linkages are important for vertebrate APC function, but this was not 

thought to be the case in yeast. We show that the yeast APC also modifies substrates with 

K11-linkages in vitro, and that those chains contribute to normal APC-substrate turnover 

in vivo. This study reveals comprehensive genetic interactomes of polyubiquitin chains, 

and characterizes the role of K11-chains in two biological pathways. 

 

*These authors contributed equally to this work.  
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Introduction 

The ubiquitination of proteins is a highly conserved posttranslational modification 

that can alter the stability, localization, and function of proteins [1]. Ubiquitination 

regulates a broad range of important cellular pathways including, among many others, the 

DNA damage response [2,3], apoptosis [4], cell cycle progression [5], immune and 

inflammatory responses [6], and transcription [7]. Three enzyme classes mediate the 

covalent attachment of ubiquitin, a 76 amino acid protein, to target proteins: An E1 

ubiquitin-activating enzyme activates ubiquitin for transfer to an E2 ubiquitin-

conjugating enzyme, which then interacts with an E3 ubiquitin ligase to transfer ubiquitin 

to lysine residues on the target protein [8]. This enzymatic cascade can also transfer 

ubiquitin onto lysine residues of ubiquitin itself, thereby generating chains of 

polyubiquitin on target proteins [8].  

Ubiquitin has seven acceptor lysines (K6, K11, K27 K29, K33, K48, and K63), 

all of which are used in vivo to generate polyubiquitin chains [9]. Polyubiquitin can also 

be linked through the N-terminal amino group of methionine 1 in ubiquitin, termed linear 

ubiquitin chains. K48 and K11 are the most abundant ubiquitin linkage types—each 

accounting for about a third of ubiquitin linkages in yeast—while the remaining five are 

present in relatively lower amounts [9]. Ubiquitin chains vary in their three-dimensional 

conformations. K48-linked chains, for example, adopt a closed conformation wherein 

ubiquitin’s hydrophobic patch is sequestered in the interface between two adjacent 

ubiquitin protomers [10]. In contrast, K63-linked chains assume an extended 

conformation devoid of non-covalent contacts between ubiquitin monomers [11].  
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The structural diversity of polyubiquitin chains gives rise to disparate fates for 

protein targets [10]. K48-linked chains, for example, specify proteins for proteasomal 

degradation [12], while K63-linked chains have non-degradative roles in various 

signaling pathways including the DNA damage response [3,9,13–15], protein trafficking 

[16,17], mitophagy [18],  inflammation [19–21], and immune responses [22]. 

Degradative functions of K11 linkages in endoplasmic reticulum biology [9], as well as 

Hedgehog signaling in fruit flies  have been described [23], while the critical role of K11-

linkages in mitotic progression in metazoans has been studied in detail [24–29]. Although 

K6, K27, K29, and K33 ubiquitin linkages are especially rare in cells [9,30], important 

observations have contributed to an increasing recognition of their physiological 

relevance [31]. K6-linked polyubiquitin chains, for example, are reported to function in 

the DNA damage response through the BRCA1-BARD1 E3 ligase in a proteolysis-

independent manner [32,33], as well as in mitophagy through the E3 ligase, Parkin 

[18,34].  K27-linkages have also been linked to mitophagy, as some Parkin substrates are 

reportedly decorated with K27-linked ubiquitin chains [35,36]. mRNA stability is 

regulated by K29-linked ubiquitin chains on HuR, an mRNA binding protein, via an 

interaction with UBXD8, an adaptor for the essential p97 ATPase [37]. Finally, K33-

linked ubiquitin chains have been suggested to regulate post-Golgi protein trafficking by 

mediating the interaction of Coronin-7 with Eps15, a trans-golgi network protein [38].  

Notwithstanding these and other intriguing observations [39–41], a 

comprehensive examination of the roles of K6, K11, K27, K29, and K33 ubiquitin 

linkages, particularly in yeast, is lacking. This is owed to both the partial redundancy of 

ubiquitin acceptor lysines [9], and the technical limitations of current protein analysis 
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methods [42,43]. A high-throughput approach to uncover physiologically important 

functions of specific ubiquitin linkage types would significantly advance current 

understanding of the ubiquitin-proteasome system. Genetic interaction analysis, namely 

the study of the phenotypic effects of combining mutations, has long been a powerful tool 

for discovering novel gene-functions by revealing functional relationships between genes 

[44–51].  

This report describes a comprehensive genetic analysis to uncover pathways that 

are regulated by specific ubiquitin linkage types. In a high-throughput manner, single 

deletions of non-essential genes were combined with mutations eliminating specific 

ubiquitin linkages. The growth phenotypes of double mutant strains were quantified to 

identify thousands of candidate genetic interactions. The genetic interactome of K11 

linkages was of special interest due to that linkage type’s relatively high abundance in 

yeast [9], and its known functions in the metazoan cell cycle [24]. Genetic and molecular 

analysis led to the discovery of novel physiological functions of K11 linkages in 

promoting amino acid import and contributing to cell cycle progression.  

Results 

The ubiquitin linkage synthetic genetic array  

A synthetic genetic array analysis (SGA) was undertaken to identify pathways 

that are regulated by specific polyubiquitin chain types [46]. Yeast strains constitutively 

expressing single, double, and triple lysine-to-arginine (K-to-R) mutant ubiquitin alleles 

were engineered by modifying all four loci from which ubiquitin is normally expressed in 

yeast [1] (Figure 1A, Materials and Methods, Figure 1-figure supplement 1). 

The engineered yeast strains express ubiquitin at levels comparable to wild type yeast 
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(Figure 1-figure supplement 2). A strain expressing low levels of wild type 

ubiquitin (lacking ubiquitin expression at the modified ubi4 locus) was also included in 

the ubiquitin SGA to control for possible non-specific effects of perturbing ubiquitin 

levels (Figure 1-figure supplement 2, Figure 1-figure supplement 3A, 

Materials and Methods).  Because lysine 48 of ubiquitin is essential [52], strains 

expressing K48R ubiquitin also contained 20% wild type ubiquitin (Figure 1-figure 

supplement 3B, Materials and Methods). K63R ubiquitin mutants were initially 

included, but analysis of the data was not possible due to their extreme hypersensitivity to 

canavanine (data not shown), a toxic arginine analog used in the SGA protocol, even in 

the context of the deletion of the CAN1 sensitivity gene (Figure 1-figure 

supplement 4). Linear ubiquitin chains were not analyzed in this study. The lysine-to-

arginine ubiquitin mutant strains were systematically mated to a gene deletion library. 

The resulting diploid cells underwent sporulation to generate haploid double mutant cells 

expressing mutant ubiquitin alleles, and carrying single gene deletions (Figure 1-

figure supplement 4). Colony sizes of the approximately forty-five thousand pairwise 

combinations of single gene deletions and ubiquitin K-to-R mutants were measured to 

identify genetic interactions. 

Previous SGA screens have examined the synthetic phenotype of two [46–

48,50,53,54], or in a few cases three [55], mutations, whereas the ubiquitin SGA 

necessitates examining five loci. During conventional SGA analysis in the S288C strain, 

heterozygous diploids are sporulated to generate haploid cells, a subset of which contains 

the double mutant to be examined. The haploid selection steps require the co-segregation 

of an additional three haploid selectable markers to efficiently eliminate unsporulated 
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diploid cells that would otherwise generate background [54]. The desired haploid spores 

are relatively abundant since only five total loci are under selection; hence, the low 

sporulation efficiency exhibited by S288C is acceptable [56]. In contrast, the final 

haploid cells in the ubiquitin SGA must contain all modified ubiquitin loci, haploid 

selectable markers, and a gene deletion, meaning that an exceedingly small percentage of 

spores will have the desired genotype. A strategy to ameliorate this problem would be to 

increase the efficiency of sporulation, thereby both reducing the number of unsporulated 

diploid cells (background), and increasing the number of correct haploid spores. 

Overexpression of Ime2, a positive regulator of sporulation [57], was able to increase the 

sporulation efficiency of S288C moderately, from 12% in wild type diploids to 38% 

(Figure 1-figure supplement 5). Other genetic manipulations similarly led to only 

modest increases in sporulation efficiency (Figure 1-figure supplement 5). The SK1 

strain background provided a more efficient and physiologic solution, as it exhibits 92% 

sporulation efficiency [56][58]. The high sporulation efficiency also allowed for the 

omission of one haploid selection step commonly used in SGA studies, lyp1Δ selection 

(Figure 1-figure supplement 4, Materials and Methods). Hence, all K-to-R 

ubiquitin mutant strains and a novel single gene deletion library were generated in the 

SK1 strain background (Figure 1A, Materials and Methods). To further reduce the 

number of selections in the ubiquitin SGA protocol, and increase the percentage of spores 

carrying all desired mutations following sporulation, a ubi1 allele lacking the ubiquitin 

gene was crossed into both the ubiquitin K-to-R strains and the gene deletion array, 

thereby eliminating an additional selection step (Figure 1A, Figure 1-figure 

supplement 6A-B, Materials and Methods).  
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 The study of quantitative genetic interactions has proven to be a powerful 

approach to uncover novel functions of genes [47,48,50]. Negative (synthetic) genetic 

interactions, which arise when a double mutant exhibits a more severe phenotype than 

expected from the corresponding single mutant phenotypes, often occur when the gene 

pair functions in parallel or redundant pathways. Positive genetic interactions, defined as 

situations in which a double mutant has a phenotype equal to (epistasis), or less severe 

than the sickest single mutant (suppression), can occur when both genes function in the 

same pathway.   

The ubiquitin SGA identified thousands of candidate genetic interactions between 

gene deletions and K-to-R ubiquitin mutations (Figure 1B). While several other large 

SGA screens have analyzed genetic interactions between large sets of gene deletions with 

known functional relationships, the ubiquitin SGA was carried out using a small number 

of ubiquitin mutants and an unbiased gene deletion array. Because genes with known 

related functions are more likely to have genetic interactions, it was expected that the 

ubiquitin SGA to have a lower density of true genetic interactions relative to other 

studies, which would have the effect of decreasing the reproducibility that any single 

genetic interaction score. Nonetheless, two biological replicates of the ubiquitin SGA had 

a correlation coefficient of 0.42, in line with other large genetic interaction screens 

(Figure 1C).  

To characterize the robustness of the ubiquitin SGA further, the correlation 

between genetic and known physical interactions among genes was analyzed. Genes 

whose protein products are known to physically interact are generally also more likely to 

share genetic interactions, and thus tend to have highly correlated genetic interaction 
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profiles. The enrichment of genetic interaction similarities among gene pairs whose 

products physically interact was compared to protein pairs that have not been reported to 

interact. As expected, the median correlation coefficient within physically interacting 

gene pairs is significantly higher than among non-interacting gene pairs (Figure 1D). 

Although the genetic profiles of gene deletions in the ubiquitin SGA include only 17 

scores, the screen is similarly enriched for genetic similarity within physically interacting 

gene pairs as the published chromosome biology E-MAP, wherein the genetic interaction 

profiles contain 754 scores and is biased for genes with known related functions 

(Figured 1D). Altogether, these analyses demonstrate the robustness and biological 

significance of the ubiquitin SGA. 

Unbiased hierarchical clustering orders the mutant strains in the ubiquitin SGA 

relative to each other based on the similarity of their genetic interactions (Figure 1B). 

Genes that function in the same pathways or have similar functions generally have 

common genetic interactions. As expected, the ubiquitin SGA identified known gene 

modules based on their genetic interactions with the K-to-R ubiquitin mutants. For 

example, rim101Δ, rim21Δ, ygr122wΔ, and dfg16Δ form a cluster in the ubiquitin SGA 

(Figure 1B). All four genes are members of the Rim101 pathway, whose eponymous 

gene is a transcription factor that is activated in response to alkaline conditions in a 

manner dependent on Rim21, Ygr122Wp, and Dfg16 [59]. Other examples of known 

gene modules that were clustered by the ubiquitin linkage SGA include (Figure 1B): 

Three subunits of the chromatin-remodeling SWR-complex, SWC2, SWC3, and the 

catalytic subunit SWR1 [60]; several genes in the MTC-gene cluster (MTC4, MTC6, 

MAY24) that was recently implicated in trafficking through the secretory pathway [50], 
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as well as genes with related functions in N-linked glycosylation (OST6, ALG8) [61,62], 

endocytic protein trafficking (VFA1) [63], or lipid biosynthesis (YOR302W) [64]; 

several members of the transcription and translation-regulating Elongator complex 

(ELP2, 3, 6) and KTI12, a known binding partner [65,66], as well as two genes, NNF2 

and PSP2, with putative related roles in transcription and splicing, respectively [67,68]; 

four genes, PEX4, 8, 6, 15 that function in peroxisome biogenesis and trafficking of 

proteins between peroxisomes and the cytosol [69]; and finally, two genes, HOM2 and 

HOM3, that participate in the homoserine biosynthesis pathway [70].  

 The K-to-R ubiquitin mutants were also clustered based on the similarity of their 

genetic interactions with the gene deletion array. As expected, clustering of strains with 

common K-to-R mutations is generally observed (Figure 1E). For example, strains 

carrying the K33R mutation are clustered and have high correlation coefficients among 

each other. The same can be said of strains carrying the K6R and K48R mutations 

(Figure 1E). Interestingly, the K6R and K33R clusters are most similar to each other, 

suggesting similar physiological effects of mutating those ubiquitin lysines (Figure 1E). 

A surprising feature of the ubiquitin allele SGA is that the K11R mutation, despite the 

high abundance of K11 linkages in cells [9], does not drive clustering of double and triple 

mutants carrying K11 mutations (Figure 1E). Clustering is driven by a combination of 

the number and strength of common interactions between K-to-R mutants. Indeed, the 

K11R ubiquitin mutant has relatively few strong genetic interactions, suggesting that K11 

linkages have a narrow set of functions in yeast (Figure 1F).  

The ubiquitin SGA uncovered thousands of candidate genetic interactions 

between gene deletions and ubiquitin lysine mutations. To examine a few interactions in 
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more detail, gene deletion strains were mated to all single lysine-to-arginine mutants, as 

well as wild type ubiquitin strains.  Following tetrad dissection, the growth phenotypes of 

single and double mutant cells were assessed. K63R mutants are included in this targeted 

analysis. Genes exhibiting genetic interactions with a single linkage type were examined 

first.  The negative genetic interactions observed between ubc4Δ and K27R and between 

hom2Δ and K11R proved to be reproducible, and specific (Figure 2A, 2B). Next, 

CDC26, a gene whose deletion exhibited genetic interactions with multiple linkages 

(K48R>>K11≥K33R), was analyzed. Deletion of CDC26 in combination with mutation 

of ubiquitin’s K11 or K48 caused significant synthetic growth defects, whereas only a 

mild negative interaction was observed in cdc26Δ and K33R double mutant cells 

(Figure 2C). Having demonstrated the robustness and reproducibility of the ubiquitin 

SGA, the physiological functions of ubiquitin linkage types were explored.  

K11 ubiquitin linkages promote amino acid homeostasis 

The K11R mutant was of special interest due to the fact that K11-linkages are the 

most abundant non-K48 linkages in S. cerevisiae [9], and because of their important 

function in metazoan cell cycle regulation [24,26,27]. Characterization of the K11R 

mutant genetic interactome using gene ontology (GO) term enrichment analysis revealed 

a striking enrichment of genes involved in amino acid biosynthesis (Figure 3A) [71,72], 

suggesting a possible role of K11 linkages in amino acid homeostasis. To identify genes 

that had interactions specifically with K11R and not with other K-to-R ubiquitin 

mutations, the K11R mutant genetic interactome was compared to the averaged 

interactome of all single and double mutant strains not containing the K11R mutation 

(Figure 3B). Deletions of HOM2 or HOM3, two genes involved in the biosynthesis of 
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homoserine, a threonine and methionine precursor [70], and to a lesser extent deletion of 

GLY1,  which encodes an enzyme that generates threonine and glycine [73],  exhibited 

strong genetic interactions specifically with the K11R ubiquitin mutants (Figure 3B, 

3C). These genetic interactions suggested the existence of functional redundancy 

between K11 linkages and threonine or methionine biosynthesis. To determine whether 

perturbations of threonine or methionine levels was the basis for the synthetic growth 

defect observed in K11R and hom2Δ or hom3Δ double mutant cells, the growth medium 

was supplemented with homoserine, excess threonine, or methionine. Rescue—by either 

homoserine or threonine—of the synthetic growth defect caused by deletion of HOM2 or 

HOM3 in K11R mutant cells, suggested K11-linked polyubiquitin chains function 

redundantly with threonine biosynthesis (Figure 3D).  

Whereas negative genetic interactions point to redundancy between genes and 

ubiquitin linkage types, the deletions of genes that function in the same pathway as a 

specific ubiquitin linkage are likely to have genetic interactions that are similar to that 

linkage type. Comparison of a comprehensive yeast genetic interaction network to the 

genetic interactome of the K11R ubiquitin mutant revealed that it is most similar to 

deletions of GNP1 [74], a high-affinity threonine permease (Figure 3-figure 

supplement 1A) [75], and YDR509W, a dubious open reading frame that overlaps the 

N-terminus of GNP1 and is thus likely to also abrogate GNP1 expression [76] (Figure 

3E). The similarity between the K11R mutant and gnp1Δ genetic interactomes suggested 

that K11 linkages play a role in promoting threonine import. To assess that model, the 

import of radioactively labeled threonine into wild type and K11R ubiquitin cells was 

measured, revealing a significant defect in the K11R ubiquitin mutant, and thus showing 
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that K11 linkages promote threonine import (Figure 3F). This previously unreported 

function of K11-linked polyubiquitin chains in amino acid import is likely the underlying 

basis of the synthetic growth defect observed in K11R and hom2Δ or hom3Δ double 

mutant cells.  

Polyubiquitin chains are synthesized by E3 ubiquitin ligases [8]. If a particular E3 

ligase were involved in the K11-mediated import of threonine, it would be expected to 

also have negative genetic interactions with hom2Δ or hom3Δ, an endoplasmic 

reticulum-resident E3 ubiquitin ligase [77], is responsible for approximately 50% of K11 

linkages in yeast cells [9]. Deletion of DOA10 in combination with hom2Δ also led to a 

synthetic growth defect that was rescued by homoserine (Figure 3G), suggesting that 

Doa10, along with K11 ubiquitin chains, contribute to threonine import. These results 

suggested that the Doa10-mediated ubiquitination of a substrate, or a set of substrates, 

might regulate amino acid import. The Doa10-dependent ubiquitinome was analyzed 

using quantitative mass spectrometry and ubiquitin-remnant enrichment. While known 

Doa10 substrates are less ubiquitinated in cells lacking Doa10, Ubc6, Ubc7, or Ubc6 and 

Ubc7, the substrate responsible for the role of Doa10 in amino acid homeostasis remains 

unknown (data not shown). Nonetheless, the discovery that Doa10 is the E3 ligase that 

mediates the role of K11-linkages in amino acid import is a significant discovery that 

counters models suggesting the observed amino acid import defect is due to non-specific 

perturbations of ubiquitin.  
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K11 ubiquitin linkages contribute to mitotic progression 

The anaphase promoting complex (APC) is a highly conserved and essential E3 

ubiquitin ligase that governs the metaphase to anaphase transition and mitotic exit by 

ubiquitinating several substrates, including securin and S and M-phase cyclins [78–80]. 

In yeast, the APC cooperates with two E2 ubiquitin conjugases, Ubc4 and Ubc1, to 

decorate its substrates with polyubiquitin chains and target them for proteasomal 

degradation [81]. Ubc4 is a promiscuous E2 that monoubiquitinates or initiates short 

ubiquitin chains on substrates [82,83]. Ubc1 subsequently extends those initial 

modifications with long and homogenous K48-linked ubiquitin chains [81,84]. K48 of 

ubiquitin is necessary for processive APC-substrate ubiquitination in vitro [81], and is the 

only linkage type required for normal cell cycle progression in vivo [84]. At high 

temperatures, a non-essential subunit of the APC, Cdc26, aids in the assembly, and 

promotes the stability, of the APC holoenzyme [85,86]. As expected, given the well-

established role of K48 linkages in APC-mediated proteasomal degradation, K48R 

ubiquitin mutant cells lacking Cdc26 exhibit a significant growth defect (Figure 2C). 

Interestingly, deletion of CDC26 in K11R mutant cells also leads to a strong synthetic 

growth defect (Figure 2C), suggesting a possible contribution of K11 linkages to APC 

function. 

Although K11-linked polyubiquitin chains had not been previously reported to 

function in APC-substrate degradation in yeast, their role in metazoan APC-substrate 

turnover is well understood [24–29].  Analogous to the yeast APC, the metazoan APC 

interacts with two E2 enzymes, Ube2C and Ube2S, that sequentially ubiquitinate 

substrates [27,87]: Ube2c initially modifies substrates with monoubiquitin or short chains 
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that are then elongated by Ube2S with K11-linked chains [27]. The negative genetic 

interaction between K11R and cdc26Δ suggested that K11 linkages might also be 

important for the regulation of APC substrates in yeast. Indeed, cell cycle analysis 

experiments with cells lacking Cdc26 revealed that the cell cycle-regulated levels of 

securin and several cyclins were altered in K11R ubiquitin mutants relative to cells 

expressing wild type ubiquitin (Figure 4A, Figure 4-figure supplement 1A). For 

example, the mitotic cyclin Clb2 persisted much longer during mitosis in K11R cells, 

with its disappearance being delayed by almost 30 minutes (Figure 4A). The levels of 

the S/M cyclin, Clb3, and of the Separase-inhibitor, Securin (Pds1), were also 

misregulated in K11R mutant cells, although to a lesser extent than Clb2 (Figure 4A). 

Clb5, an S-phase cyclin, is normally targeted for degradation during the M and G1 phases 

by the APC [88,89].  Its expression during both M and G1 was elevated in K11R mutant 

cells, suggesting that K11 was required for complete turnover of this substrate (Figure 

4A).  

To ascertain whether the misregulation of APC substrates was caused by a defect 

in their turnover, and not due to other effects of mutating K11, cdc26Δ cells were 

synchronized in the G1 phase, and the half life of APC substrates was examined 60 

minutes after release from G1, when the APC was active, as evidenced by securin 

turnover in Figure 4A.  The turnover of all examined substrates is delayed in K11R 

mutant cells (Figure 4B, C). Interestingly, the turnover of substrates stalls after 

approximately 10 minutes in cycloheximide, likely due to degradation of APC substrate 

adaptors [90]. The half-lives of the substrates were estimated by fitting a second order 

polynomial trendline to the data and subsequently calculating the slope of the tangent line 
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at t = 2.5min, prior to the observed stalling of substrate turnover. On average, the half-

lives of examined substrates were extended by approximately 3 fold in the K11R 

ubiquitin mutant (Figure 4B, C). Because defects in cell cycle progression in K11R 

mutant cells could explain the delay in APC substrate turnover, it was necessary to 

determine the half-lives of APC substrates independently of cell cycle progression. 

Ectopic expression of Clb2 in G1-arrested cells, which have active APC [91], permitted 

the analysis of the Clb2 half-life in cells that were in the same cell cycle stage. The half-

life of Clb2 was analyzed after addition of cycloheximide to halt its translation, revealing 

a delay in Clb2 turnover in K11R mutant cells (Figure 4D, Figure 4-figure 

supplement 1B).  

Finally, the capacity of the yeast APC to modify substrates with K11-linked 

polyubiquitin chains was analyzed in vitro. Briefly, the ubiquitination of an in vitro-

translated fragment of the APC substrate Hsl1, by APC-Cdh1 and Ubc4, the initiating 

APC-cognate E2, was assayed in the presence of either WT, K0 

(K6,11,27,29,33,48,63R), or K11-only (K6,27,29,33,48,63R) ubiquitin. Under these 

conditions, Hsl1 is strongly ubiquitinated in the presence of WT ubiquitin and, to a 

slightly lesser extent, in reactions containing K11-only ubiquitin (Figure 4E). In 

contrast, Hsl1 ubiquitination is significantly reduced in reactions containing K0 ubiquitin, 

as compared to K11-only. The ubiquitin smear observed when Hsl1 is incubated with K0 

ubiquitin likely represents the attachment of monoubiquitins to several of the 21 lysines 

in the Hsl1 fragment used in the experiments. Therefore, the slower electrophoretic 

mobility of Hsl1 modified with K11-only ubiquitin relative to K0 ubiquitin shows that 
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the yeast APC extends monoubiquitin modifications of Hsl1 with K11-linked ubiquitin 

chains in vitro.  

To ascertain the length of homogenous K11-linked chains generated by the yeast 

APC, all lysines of Hsl1 were mutated to arginine, except for 2 lysines that constitute two 

KEN-box degrons and K747 of Hsl1, which has been previously reported to be 

ubiquitinated. This mutant form of Hsl1, termed Hsl1-3K, allowed for the detection of 

Hsl1ubiquitination at a single lysine residue (K747). The observation that Hsl1-3K is 

decorated with a single monoubiquitin in reactions containing K0 ubiquitin confirmed 

that a one lysine, likely K747, is ubiquitinated by the APC in Hsl1-3K (Figure 4F). 

However, the reduced level of ubiquitination observed for Hsl1-3K related to WT Hsl1 

(compare lane 5 in Figures 4G and 4H) suggests that recognition of this substrate by the 

APC is strongly compromised. Nonetheless, the substrate is polyubiquitinated in the 

presence WT ubiquitin (Figure 4F). Significantly, the monoubiquitination of Hsl1-3K 

in the presence of K11-only ubiquitin is extended with at least two further ubiquitins, 

leading to a chain composed of at least 3 ubiquitin protomers that are necessarily linked 

through lysine-11 of ubiquitin (Figure 4F). The higher level of Hsl1-3K ubiquitination 

seen with WT relative to K11-only ubiquitin (Figure 4F, lanes 3 and 4) could either 

represent ubiquitin chain branches or the combinatorial effect of a highly mutated 

ubiquitin and substrate. Altogether, our results show that K11 linkages contribute to 

APC-substrate turnover in yeast.  

Discussion 

Although some large-scale proteomics studies have advanced our understanding 

of the physiological roles of specific polyubiquitin chain types, much of the progress has 
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occurred through the study of single pathways. A significant challenge for the ubiquitin 

field has been the partial redundancy between ubiquitin linkage types [9]. The analysis of 

genetic interactions, however, reveals phenotypic functional relationships between genes, 

thereby facilitating the discovery of physiologically important functions of genes. The 

synthetic genetic array (SGA) reported here represents the first comprehensive genetic 

analysis of lysine-to-arginine ubiquitin mutant alleles. This SGA leverages the power of 

yeast genetics to uncover physiologically important functional relationships between 

ubiquitin linkage types and thousands of genes. 

The ubiquitin linkage SGA necessitated the development of a novel SGA protocol 

and reagents to permit the analysis of genetic interactions in cells carrying five mutations, 

as well as haploid selectable markers. The large number of loci under selection meant 

that an extremely small number of spores carried the desired genotype for SGA analysis. 

To increase the number of spores, the ubiquitin linkage SGA was carried out in the SK1 

strain background, which exhibits about 8-fold higher sporulation efficiency relative to 

S288C [56], the yeast strain most commonly used in SGA studies. This also permitted the 

omission of a haploid selection step by decreasing background unsporulated diploids. The 

ubiquitin linkage SGA therefore required the development of a new gene deletion library 

in the SK1 background. To increase the percentage of spores carrying the desired 

genotype for SGA analysis, the UBI1 locus was replaced in the entire SK1 deletion 

library, as well as in the panel of K-to-R ubiquitin mutant strains, thereby reducing the 

loci under selection. Ultimately, the technical advancements described here reduced, 

from eight to six, the number of loci under selection, thereby making the ubiquitin 

linkage SGA feasible.  
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 A novel role of K11 linkages in promoting amino acid import adds to already 

well-established roles of the ubiquitin-proteasome system in that process. First, 

expression of amino acid permeases is promoted by the transcription factors Stp1/2, 

which are proteolytically processed into their active forms in a ubiquitin-dependent 

process utilizing K48 ubiquitin linkages [92,93]. Our unpublished results show that 

neither this pathway nor the levels or localization of the threonine permease Gnp1 are 

affected by the K11R ubiquitin mutation (data not shown). Conversely, downregulation 

of permeases occurs when an essential E3 ligase, Rsp5, modifies their intracellular 

domains with monoubiquitin and short K63-linked polyubiquitin chains, thereby 

triggering endocytosis and vacuolar targeting [17,94,95]. The observed enrichment of 

threonine biosynthesis genes in the genetic interactions of the K11R ubiquitin mutant 

would suggest a specific function in threonine import. A more likely model, however, is 

that threonine homeostasis is more susceptible to perturbations, perhaps due to relatively 

low redundancy in its modes of import [75]. Thus, our data may point to a role for K11 

linkages with many importers whose functional impairment is not phenotypic.   

The ubiquitin allele SGA also revealed a previously unreported contribution of 

K11 linkages to cell cycle regulation. The genetic interaction between K48 linkages and 

CDC26 was not unexpected, as it is understood that the yeast APC decorates its 

substrates with K48-linked ubiquitin chains [84]. The genetic interaction between K11 

linkages and CDC26 identified by the ubiquitin allele SGA led to the recognition that 

K11 linkages also contribute to APC-substrate turnover in vivo, and that the APC can 

directly modify a substrate with K11-linked polyubiquitin in vitro.  These results suggest 
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that the metazoan APC, which modifies its substrates with K11-linked ubiquitin chains 

[24–29], and the yeast APC are more alike than previously appreciated.  

The metazoan and yeast APC both interact with two E2 enzymes that sequentially 

modify substrates [24,27,81,96]. The initiating E2 enzymes, Ube2C in metazoans and 

Ubc4 in yeast, modify substrates with single ubiquitins and short chains [83]. Because 

initiating E2s must be able to modify lysines on substrates, which can exist in diverse 

structural and chemical environments, they necessarily lack strong lysine preference 

[82,83]. Ubc4 or Ube2c-mediated modifications are then elongated by Ube2S in 

metazoans, or Ubc1 in yeast. In contrast to initiating E2s, Ube2S and Ubc1 exhibit a 

strong preference for ubiquitin’s lysine 11 and 48, respectively [84,97], and are unable to 

efficiently modify lysines on substrates [27,81]. 

In light of preceding APC studies, the genetic, molecular, and biochemical studies 

presented here suggest that the yeast APC modifies its substrates with a base of Ubc4-

mediated short K11-linked chains that are functionally important [83]. Ubc1 then extends 

those initial modifications with long K48-linked polyubiquitin chains [81,84]. This model 

(Figure 4G) differs from the well-established mechanism of the metazoan APC, which 

modifies substrates with a base of short chains with K48 and other linkages, which then 

branch into long K11-linked chains. The fact that the contribution of K11 linkages to 

APC-substrate turnover is appreciable only in cells without Cdc26 suggests a nuanced 

role of K11 linkages in in yeast, similar to metazoans, wherein disruption of the K11-

specific E2, Ube2s, is not lethal. Pivotal work has shown that K11/K48 branched chains 

significantly enhance substrate degradation in mammalian cells [24,29]. Whether this 
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holds true in yeast has not been studied, but would provide an appealing explanation for 

the conditional requirement for K11-linkages in APC function.   

Detailed analysis of genetic interactions uncovered by the ubiquitin linkage SGA 

analysis has enabled the discovery of two novel physiological functions of K11 ubiquitin 

linkages in two essential processes: amino acid homeostasis and cell cycle regulation. 

Altogether, the ubiquitin allele SGA has broadened our global understanding of the 

functions of polyubiquitin chain types by revealing their genetic interactomes, and 

demonstrated the utility of genetic analysis for interrogating the complexity of the 

ubiquitin-proteasome system. 
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Materials and Methods 

Generation of an SK1 gene deletion library 

SK1 diploids of genotype his3/his3 ura3/ura3 CAN1/can1::STE2pr-SpHIS5 were 

transformed with a PCR-generated cassette containing the KanMX4 module flanked 

by ORF-specific homology. Transformants were selected by their dominant resistance to 

geneticin (G148). Correct replacement of the target locus with the KanMX4 module was 

verified by the appearance of PCR products of expected size. The resulting heterozygotes 

were sporulated at 25°C for 2 days. To select for haploids of MATa, and carrying the 

STE2pr-SpHIS5 at the can1 locus, cells were pinned onto SD + canavanine + uracil – 

histidine plates and incubated at 30°C for 2 days. To select for cells carrying single gene 

deletions, haploids were then transferred to plates containing 400 mg/L G418 plates and 

incubated at 30°C for 24 hours. 

Deletion ofUBI1   

The ubiquitin linkage SGA required the analysis of genetic interactions in cells 

carrying mutations in all four ubiquitin loci, a single gene deletion, as well as haploid 

selectable markers. To decrease the number of loci under selection, and thereby increase 

the percentage of spores with the desired genotype, the UBI1 locus was deleted in all 

strains in the SK1 Deletion library, as well as in the panel of K-to-R ubiquitin mutant 

strains (see below). UBI1 was replaced with a construct expressing the ribosomal protein 

Rpl40A from the constitutive GPD promoter (Figure 1-figure supplement 6). This 

decreased the number of selection steps required for the ubiquitin linkage SGA to 6: 3 

ubiquitin loci, 1 gene deletion, 2 haploid and mating type selection markers.  
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As outlined in Figure 1-figure supplement 6, a 500 µL liquid culture of 

strain DS1 of the genotype Mat alpha; his3; ura3; CAN1; ubi1Δ::LoxP-GAL1pr-Cre-

URA3-LoxP-GPDpr-RPL40A was spread on a C-uracil plate to generate a lawn of cells 

that was subsequently pinned into the 384 format to allow mating to the SK1 gene 

deletion library. It is worth noting that the GAL1pr-Cre construct could not be maintained 

in bacteria due to leakiness of the promoter, and was therefore amplified from yeast 

genomic DNA directly. After mating to the SK1 gene deletion array on YPAD medium, 

diploids were selected using C-uracil + G418 plates. After sporulation for 2 days, 

haploids were selected first on C-uracil for 24 hours; then on C-uracil + G418 for 2 days. 

Then, haploids were plated on 2% galactose containing plates for 2 days to induce Cre 

recombinase that deleted the endogenous ubiquitin in UBI1, as well as URA3 and the Cre 

recombinase  due to the position of the LoxP sites. The modified library was plated on 5-

fluoro-orotic acid (FOA) plates and incubated at 30°C for 24 hours. This serves as a 

negative selection for the URA3 auxotrophic marker, such that cells containing a 

functional URA3 gene will die on FOA plates [98]. FOA negative selection was 

performed consecutively three times to ensure URA3 deletion, and the final plate was 

replica plated on C-uracil plates. The modified ubi1 locus was amplified from the library 

using primers outside the homology arms and sequenced to confirm the successful 

recombination event. Deletion of UBI1 did not result in changes in the total ubiquitin 

levels (Figure 1-figure supplement 6C), agreeing with a previous report [99] or any 

changes in the doubling time.  
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Generation of K-to-R ubiquitin mutant strains 

To express K-to-R mutant ubiquitin alleles from a strong, constitutive promoter, 

TEF1, HYP2, PYK1, PDC1, and GPD promoters were analyzed, and the GPD promoter 

was chosen since it resulted in the highest ubiquitin expression in agreement with a 

previous report [100]. 

Plasmids generated, and the relevant cloning information, are listed in Table S1. 

Generation of the ubi1 allele is discussed above.  

The UBI2 locus was replaced with two tandem copies of the GPD promoter 

driving expression of the ribosomal protein Rpl40A (Figure 1-figure supplement 1). 

The modified locus was marked with the Hygromycin resistance gene. Deletion of UBI2 

resulted in a doubling time of 2 hours, compared to 1.6 hours for wild type cells, in 

agreement with a previous report [2]. The modified ubi2 locus with 2 tandem GPDpr-

RPL40A copies exhibited a normal doubling time.  

The endogenous UBI3 locus encodes a hybrid of ubiquitin fused to the ribosomal 

protein gene RPS31. The locus was replaced with a construct expressing a polypeptide 

composed of three tandem ubiquitin copies fused to one RPS31 copy, under the control 

of the GPD promoter. An additional RPS31 gene was placed under the control of the 

GPD promoter at this locus (Figure 1-figure supplement 1). Several UBI3 

modifications were attempted prior to selecting this construct. Deletion of UBI3 resulted 

in a doubling time of 7 hours, in agreement with a previous report [2]. Multiple ubi3 

alleles were generated with varying numbers of GPDpr-RPS31 copies. Although there 

was a correlation between the number of RPS31 copies and doubling time, even 5 copies 

of GPDpr-RPS31 resulted in a slow doubling time of 3 hours. It is suggested the 
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ubiquitin fusion protein assists in ribosomal protein expression [101]. Therefore, given 

the possibility that ubiquitin acts as a chaperone for Rps31, 3 tandem copies of ubiquitin 

were fused to RPS31. An additional GPDpr-RPS31 copy was integrated, and the ubi3 

locus was marked with URA3 (Figure 1-figure supplement 1). The resulting ubi3 

allele led to growth rates similar to wild type. 

The UBI4 locus normally encodes 5 tandem copies of ubiquitin, expressed as 

single polypeptide. UBI4 was replaced with a 2 copies of a construct expressing, under 

the control of the GPD promoter, ubiquitin including the C-terminal asparagine found in 

endogenous UBI4 and which is proteolytically processed to release mature ubiquitin 

[1,102]. This locus was marked with a Nourseothricin (NAT) resistance cassette (Figure 

1-figure supplement 1).  

A strain expressing low levels of wild type ubiquitin was included to control for 

the potential effects of altered ubiquitin levels. The strain differs from other strains in this 

study at ubi4, which is replaced only with the NAT resistance cassette. Thus, ubiquitin is 

only expressed from ubi3 (Figure 1-figure supplement 3A).  

Lysine 48 of ubiquitin is essential, therefore, the K48R ubiquitin mutant strain 

was modified to express one copy of wild type ubiquitin from the GPD promoter-driven 

triple-ubiquitin fusion at ubi3 (Figure 1-figure supplement 3B). Double mutants 

carrying the K48R mutation and another lysine mutation expressed one copy of double 

lysine mutant ubiquitin (K11R K48R, for example) and two copies of single mutant 

ubiquitin (K11R, for example) at ubi3.  Double mutant ubiquitin was expressed from 

ubi4. 
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To integrate the constructs described above, a diploid strain homozygous for the 

engineered ubi1 locus was transformed with the ubi2-targeting construct. Transformants 

were selected on hygromycin plates, and then transformed with the ubi3-targeting 

constructs carrying the various ubiquitin mutations. The resulting transformants were 

selected on plates lacking uracil, then sporulated. Triple mutant ubi1; ubi2; ubi3 cells of 

mating type alpha were selected by growth on plates lacking uracil, and containing 

hygromycin. The ubi4 targeting constructs carrying ubiquitin mutations were introduced 

into a wild type diploid strain. The strain was sporulated, and ubi4 mutant haploids of 

mating type a were selected by their growth on nourseothricin-containing plates. ubi1; 

ubi2; ubi3 cells were mated to cells carrying the ubi4 mutant locus. Diploids were 

sporulated, and haploids carrying all modified ubiquitin loci were selected.  

Optimization and establishment of the ubiquitin linkage SGA protocol 

A detailed 4-marker SK1 SGA protocol is outlined in Figure 1-figure 

supplement 4, and is modified from the 2-marker s288c SGA protocol with the key 

optimization steps described below[103]. To ensure the quality of the genetic interaction 

screen, multiple optimizations were performed at various steps of the ubiquitin linkage 

SGA. During the pinning steps with a Singer ROTOR instrument, a mixed pinning set up 

was used to maximize the number of cells transferred. Linkage analysis was used in pilot 

screens to determine whether the selections were functional and recovered accurate 

genetic interactions. Specifically, since the SGA is selecting for haploid cells with 

modified ubiquitin loci, crossing all K-to-R ubiquitin strains to the ubi2 deletion strain 

from the SK1 deletion library will result in lethality.  
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Sporulation of the SK1 strain is 90-100% efficient compared to the 10-16% 

sporulation efficiency of s288c strain [56]. Conventional SGA studies using S288C 

sporulate cells for 5 days. The high sporulation efficiency of SK1 allowed sporulation for 

2 days at 25°C, thereby shortening the duration of the genetic screen significantly. 

It is essential to determine the optimal concentration of G418, as this selection is 

required to select against the wild type allele of the K-to-R mutant strains and select for 

the specific gene deletion that comes from the library. Previous SGA studies have used 

between 100mg/L and 200mg/L G418 [54]. Titration of various G418 concentrations for 

SK1 indicated that this strain requires higher G418 concentrations. 350mg/L was used for 

the ubiquitin linkage SGA.  

After sporulation, canavanine is used to kill the remaining diploids. In the S288C-

SGA, since sporulation is inefficient, 50 mg/L Canavanine is included throughout the 

SGA workflow (following sporulation) (Figure 1-figure supplement 4) [7]. In the 

SK1 SGA, including 50 mg/L Canavanine along with the mutant selection steps (e.g. 50 

mg/L Canavanine + 350 mg/L G418) resulted in sickness and changes in the colony sizes 

(data not shown). Titration of canavanine, in combination with the various selection 

drugs used in the SGA workflow, revealed that 10mg/L of canavanine was sufficient to 

kill diploids, without causing growth defects. 50mg/L of canavanine was still used for 

haploid selection following sporulation, and 10mg/L was included in all subsequent 

selection plates (Figure 1-figure supplement 4).  

The K-to-R ubiquitin loci were selected prior to selecting for the deletion array, as 

linkage analysis with ubi2 revealed that the reverse order did not efficiently select for 

cells carrying the modified ubiquitin loci. Haploid mutant selections were performed in 
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the following order: 1) C-uracil plates (ubi3),  200 mg/L hygromycin (ubi2); 2) 100mg/L 

Nourseothricin (ubi4); 3) 350 mg/L G418 (single gene deletions). In each drug selection 

step, the previous selection drug or condition was included to ensure precise mutant 

selections (Figure 1-figure supplement 4).  

SGA data analysis 

The final double mutant selection plates were grown at 30°C for 48 hours, and 

then photographed. Colony sizes were recorded and normalized, and genetic interaction 

scores (S-scores) were calculated using established SGA protocols [54,104]. Of the 2655 

gene deletion strains used in the final analysis, 576 strains were analyzed based on three 

technical replicates, while the rest were analyzed based on 2 biological replicates, each 

with 3 technical replicates. The 2 biological replicates were used to compute the 

correlation coefficient between replicates of the screen. Hierarchical clustering of 

mutants was performed using the Gene Cluster 3.0 software, and data was visualized with 

TreeView. The Pearson correlation coefficient between the genetic interactions of the K-

to-R ubiquitin mutants and the genetic interactions of thousands of single gene deletions 

was calculated using a combined budding yeast genetic interactome data set [74]. 

Correlation coefficients calculated from genetic interaction profiles with 500 or more 

genetic interaction pairs are graphed in Figure 3E. For analysis of gene ontology term 

enrichment, the genetic interactions of K-to-R ubiquitin mutants with S-scores of -2 or 

less were analyzed for the enrichment of biological process (BP_Direct) GO terms using 

the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) tool 

[71,72].  
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Analysis of genetic similarity enrichment within physically interacting 

gene pairs 

The degree of enrichment of genetic interaction profile similarity among gene 

pairs that physically interact was compared to gene pairs that are not known to physically 

interact. This comparison was carried out using the genetic interactions in the ubiquitin 

SGA, as well as the chromosome biology E-MAP [105]. The analysis was done for the 

392 gene deletions that were present in both screens. Physical interaction data was 

obtained from Collins et al, 2007. A threshold of a PE score greater than 2 was used to 

determine gene pairs that physically interact. The Pearson correlation coefficient for all 

gene deletions was calculated based on the similarity of their genetic interaction profiles 

in each screen. The correlation coefficients of physically interacting and non-interacting 

genes were graphed.  

Strains, cell culture conditions, and plasmids 

Plasmids and strains used in this study are listed in Supplementary tables 1 and 2, 

respectively. All yeast strains in this study are in the SK1 background. Cells were 

cultured at 30°C, unless otherwise noted, on YM-1 media supplemented with 2% 

dextrose. Selective media lacking specific amino acids or nucleobases was made using 

Complete Supplement Mixture (CSM) from Sunrise Sciences, supplemented with yeast 

nitrogen base and 2% glucose. Cloning of constructs and transformations were done 

using standard techniques.  

Validation of genetic interactions 

K-to-R ubiquitin mutant strains (DS368-397, Supplementary Table 2) were mated 

to desired single gene deletions from the SK1 deletion library. Diploid cells were 
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sporulated at 23°C, and tetrads were dissected on YM-1 plates with 2% dextrose. Spores 

were then genotyped by replica-plating onto appropriate plates, and the desired mutant 

spores were selected. Petite colonies were identified by lack of growth on plates 

containing 3% glycerol as the carbon source and discarded. To analyze the growth of 

strains, overnight cultures were normalized to an OD600 value of 1, then 5-fold serial 

dilutions were spotted onto CSM plates supplemented with 2% glucose, unless otherwise 

indicated, grown for 3 days at 30°C and then scanned.  It is worth noting that, as with all 

SGA analyses, a quantitative validation of genetic interactions requires the replication of 

the full SGA protocol (Figure 1-figure supplement 4) since the presence of any or all of 

the four selectable markers used could affect the genetic interaction.  

Threonine uptake assay 

Overnight cultures were diluted to OD600 of 0.05 in B-liquid, pH4.5, 

supplemented with 0.01mg/ml histidine, 0.02mg/ml uracil, and 0.1mM threonine. When 

cultures reached OD600 of 0.3, 6ml were collected for time point zero and placed on ice 

with 120ul of 1M NaN3.  The cells were incubated on ice for the duration of the 

experiment, then 0.5uCi of 3-3H L-threonine (American Radiolabeled Chemicals, ART 

0330) were added to time point zero, and mixed by inverting once. Cells were then 

immediately collected by filtration with glass microfiber filters (Whatman, 934-AH), and 

then washed with 25ml of cold water. The filter was then placed in a scintillation vial and 

dried overnight at 55°C. To begin the time-course experiment, 3uCi of 3-3H L-threonine 

were added to each 34ml culture. For each indicated time point, 6ml were collected by 

filtration as described above. The OD600 of the cultures was recorded at each time point. 

Radioactivity was measured by liquid scintillation counting (Research Products 
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International, Bio-Safe NA; Beckman, LS6500) for 5 minutes. Experiments were 

performed in triplicate. The slope was calculated by linear regression, and a 2 sample T-

test was performed to determine statistical significance.  

Quantitative proteomics 

The indicated strains were grown to mid-log phase in C-Lys media containing 

either 13C6, 15N2 (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Tewksbury MA), or unlabeled 

lysine, both at 0.06mg/ml. Sufficient incorporation of labeled lysine was attained by 

allowing cells grow for more than eight generations. Cells were collected by 

centrifugation, washed with cold HPLC-grade water and flash frozen. Cell pellets were 

then resuspended in lysis buffer (8M urea, 0.1M Tris-HCl pH 8, 150mM NaCl, Roche 

mini protease inhibitor tablet without EDTA) and lysed by bead beating (20 1-minute 

bursts with rests of 2 minutes following each cycle). Lysates were collected and 

incubated at room temperature with rotation. The lysates were then clarified by 

centrifugation at 17,000 x g for 10 minutes, followed by a second clarification cycle on 

the collected supernatant. The protein concentration in each sample was determined by 

BCA (Pierce) and samples were normalized accordingly. Disulfides were reduced with 

4mM TCEP and cysteines alkylated with 10mM iodoacetamide, both for 30 minutes at 

room temperature in the dark. Excess iodoacetamide was quenched with 10mM DTT for 

30 minutes at room temperature in the dark. The samples were diluted to reduce the urea 

concentration to 2M with 0.1M Tris-HCL pH 8. Trypsin (in 50mM acetic acid) was 

added at a ratio of 1mg of enzyme to 100mg of protein in the sample, and samples were 

incubated at room temperature overnight with end-to-end rotation.  
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After digestion 10 % TFA was added to a final concentration of 0.3-0.1 % TFA, 

with pH of final solution <3. Insoluble material was precipitated by centrifugation and 

peptides were loaded onto a Sep Pak tC18 column that had been activated with 1 mL 80 

% ACN/0.1 % TFA and equilibrated with 3 x 1 mL 0.1 % TFA. Columns were washed 

with 5 x 1 mL 0.1 TFA and eluted with 1 mL 40 % ACN/0.1 % TFA prior to 

lyophilization. Diglycine-modified peptides were immunoprecipitated using an antibody 

specific for the K-GG motif characteristic of trypsinized, Ub-modified peptides 

(UbiScan, Cell Signaling Technology). Immunoprecipitates were then desalted using C18 

Ultra MicroSpin columns (Nest Group), evaporated to dryness, and reconstituted in 0.1% 

formic acid for LC-MS/MS analysis. 

Samples were analyzed on a Thermo Fisher Orbitrap Fusion mass spectrometry 

system equipped with a Easy nLC 1200 ultra-high pressure liquid chromatography 

system interfaced via a Nanospray Flex nanoelectrospray source. Samples were injected 

on a C18 reverse phase column (25 cm x 75 um packed with ReprosilPur C18 AQ 1.9 um 

particles). Peptides were separated by an organic gradient from 5% to 30% ACN in 0.1% 

formic acid over 120 minutes at a flow rate of 300 nl/min. The MS continuously acquired 

spectra in a data-dependent manner throughout the gradient, acquiring a full scan in the 

Orbitrap (at 120,000 resolution with an AGC target of 200,000 and a maximum injection 

time of 100 ms) followed by as many MS/MS scans as could be acquired on the most 

abundant ions in 3s in the dual linear ion trap (rapid scan type with an intensity threshold 

of 5000, HCD collision energy of 29%, AGC target of 10,000, a maximum injection time 

of 35 ms, and an isolation width of 1.6 m/z). Singly and unassigned charge states were 
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rejected. Dynamic exclusion was enabled with a repeat count of 1, an exclusion duration 

of 20 s, and an exclusion mass width of +/- 10 ppm. 

Raw mass spectrometry data were assigned to S. cerevisiae protein sequences and 

MS1 intensities extracted with the MaxQuant software package (version 1.5.5.1) [106]. 

Data were searched against the SwissProt S. cerevisiae protein database. Variable 

modifications were allowed for N-terminal protein acetylation, methionine oxidation, and 

lysine diglycine modification. A static modification was indicated for carbamidomethyl 

cysteine. The ‘Match between runs’ feature was enabled to match within 2 minutes 

between runs. All other settings were left using MaxQuant default settings.  

Cell cycle and half-life analysis experiments 

Overnight cultures grown at room temperature were diluted to OD600 of 0.25, 

and then arrested with 15ug/ml alpha factor at room temperature for 4 hours. More alpha 

factor was added every 2 hours. To release cells from arrest, cells were washed and 

resuspended in fresh media, then shifted to 30°C. Small samples were taken for flow 

cytometry analysis. Alpha factor was added to cultures 45 minutes after release to prevent 

cells from re-entering the cell cycle following mitosis. For experiments analyzing the 

half-life of proteins, cycloheximide was added to cultures at 200ug/ml at the indicated 

time points. For experiments analyzing the half-life of proteins in G1-arrested cultures, 

cells growing in YM-1 media with 2% raffinose were arrested in G1 phase as described 

above. Cells were then collected by centrifugation, washed and resuspended in YM-1 

media containing 4% galactose and 15ug/ml alpha factor for 1.5hrs, and shifted to 37°C. 

Cultures were then centrifuged and cells were resuspended in YM-1 containing 2% 

glucose, and 200ug/ml cycloheximide. Cell pellets were collected by centrifugation at the 
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indicated time points, washed with cold water, and then flash frozen. In all cases, the cell 

cycle was profiled using DNA content analysis by flow cytometry. Briefly, cells were 

fixed in 70% ethanol, then treated at 50°C with RNase A (0.25mg/ml in 50mM sodium 

citrate) and Proteinase K (0.063mg/ml in 50mM sodium citrate) for 1 hour each, followed 

by incubation with Sytox Green (1:10000) overnight at 4°C. 

Western blots & antibodies 

Cell pellets were resuspended in 100ul of Sina’s loading buffer (50mM Tris 

pH7.5, 5mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 5% SDS, 0.5% 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.1% w/v 

bromophenol blue) and 50ul of glass beads. Samples were incubated at 100°C for 7 

minutes, then processed in bead beater from 3 minutes, followed by heating at 100°C for 

7 minutes. Cell lysates were analyzed by SDS-PAGE using 4-20% gradient Tis-HCl gels 

(BioRad, #3450034). Proteins were transferred onto 0.2um nitrocellulose membrane. 

Membranes were blocked with 5% nonfat dry milk in PBS-T or Odyssey Blocking 

Buffer. Rabbit antibodies recognizing Clb2, Clb3, Clb5, and Pds1 were generous gifts 

from Adam Rudner. Cdc28 was analyzed with goat antibody from Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology (yC-20). Mouse anti-PSTAIR (P7962) and Flag epitope (F3165) were 

purchased from Millipore-Sigma. Rabbit anti ubiquitin antibody was purchased from 

Thermo-Fisher (PA3-16717) or Santa Cruz Biotechnology (sc-9133). 

In vitro APC ubiquitination assay 

APC was immunopurified using rabbit IgG beads (Invitogen 14301) from a yeast 

strain expressing Cdc16-TAP::HIS3 and lacking Cdh1 (cdh1::LEU2) in lysis buffer 

(25mM HEPES 7.5, 150mM KOAc, 5mM MgCl2, 10% Glycerol, 0.2% Triton X, 1mM 
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DTT, 1mM PMSF) for 1.5 hours at 4°C following bead beating. Beads were washed 3X 

with 25mM HEPES 7.5, 150mM KOAc, 10% Glycerol, 0.1% Triton X.    

 Cdh1 was in vitro translated using Promega kit (Promega L1170). Cdh1 was then 

incubated with the APC on beads from the above step for 30 minutes at room 

temperature. Beads were washed 3X with 25mM HEPES 7.5, 150mM KOAc, 10% 

Glycerol, 0.1% Triton X. 

Hsl1 (667-872)-TAP was in vitro translated using Promega kit (Promega L1170) 

using 35S-Methionine. After in vitro translation, the Hsl1 fragment was incubated with 

IgG-coupled magnetic beads for 30 minutes, and washed 3X with 25mM HEPES 7.5, 

150mM KOAc, 10% Glycerol, 0.1% Triton X. Hsl1 was cleaved off the beads with TEV 

protease for 30 mins (AcTEV - Thermo Fisher 12575015).  

 Wild type (U-100Sc), K11-only (UM-K110) and K0 (UM-KOK) ubiquitin was 

purchased from Boston Biochem, INC. Uba1 and Ubc4 were expressed in E. coli and 

purified. Ubc4 was charged with ubiquitin using 0.2mg/ml Uba1, 2mg/ml Ubc4, 2mg/ml 

ATP, and 2mg/ml ubiquitin. The reaction was incubated at 37°C for at least 30 minutes. 

APC-Cdh1 was incubated with charged Ubc4 and TEV purified Hsl1 fragment at 25°C 

for 45 minutes. Reactions were terminated by adding 2X SDS loading dye and analyzed 

by SDS PAGE.  
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1: The ubiquitin linkage SGA reveals the genetic interactome of 

polyubiquitin chain types and functional relationships between lysines of 

ubiquitin 

A) UBI1-UBI4 were modified to express lysine to arginine mutant ubiquitin alleles under 

the control of the constitutive GPD promoter. Ribosomal proteins, which are normally 

encoded at UBI1-UBI3, were also placed under the control of the GPD promoter 

individually, or as ubiquitin-fusions. B) Top: A clustered heat map of quantitative 

genetic interactions between ubiquitin K-to-R mutants and an array of single gene 

deletions.  Each K-to-R is expressed as the only ubiquitin present in the cell, except for 

K48R, which is lethal and was therefore co-expressed with WT (20% of total). As 

indicated in the adjacent color legend, blue pixels represent negative genetic interaction 

scores, yellow pixels represent positive genetic interaction scores, and black pixels 

indicate no interaction. Grey pixels represent interactions displaying extremely low 

signal, which could represent either strong negative interactions or pinning errors.  

Bottom: Unbiased hierarchical clustering identifies known gene modules. Named genes 

are part of the complexes or pathways listed (bold), or have related functions. C) Scatter 

plot comparing the genetic interaction scores in two biological replicates of the ubiquitin 

SGA. The correlation coefficient between the two replicates was calculated. D) The 

correlation of genetic interaction profiles of physically interacting or non-interacting gene 

pairs in the ubiquitin SGA and the chromosome biology E-MAP [105]. E) The 

correlation between the genetic interactomes of K-to-R ubiquitin mutants is shown as a 

heat map of correlation coefficients, and a dendogram showing hierarchical clustering. 
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As the color legend indicates, correlation coefficient values of 1 are shown as yellow 

pixels, while values of -1 are shown as blue pixels. F) A histogram showing the 

frequencies (Log2) of genetic interactions with the indicated S-scores for each single K-

to-R ubiquitin mutant.  

Figure 2: Gene deletions exhibit genetic interactions with specific 

ubiquitin linkage types 

A-C) Left: The genetic interaction scores of K-to-R ubiquitin mutants with deletions of 

UBC4 (A), HOM2 (B), or CDC26 (C); Scores less than zero represent varying degrees 

of negative genetic interactions (blue bars), while scores larger than zero indicate positive 

interactions (yellow bars).  Right: Candidate genetic interactions were validated by 5-fold 

spot dilution assays of the indicated strains.  

Figure 3: K11 linkages are functionally redundant with threonine 

biosynthesis and promote threonine import 

A) Gene Ontology (GO) term enrichment analysis was performed on the genetic 

interactions of the K11R ubiquitin mutant having genetic interaction scores of -2 or less.  

The fold enrichment of biological function GO terms (BP_Direct) that were significantly 

enriched is shown. B) The genetic interaction scores of the K11R ubiquitin mutant were 

plotted against the averaged genetic interaction scores of all K-to-R strains not containing 

the K11R mutation. Highlighted genes had negative interactions specifically with the 

K11R ubiquitin mutant, and had related functions in amino acid biosynthesis. C) HOM2 

and HOM3 are required for the biosynthesis of homoserine, a methionine and threonine 

precursor. D) The negative genetic interactions of the K11R ubiquitin mutant with 

deletions of HOM2 or HOM3 were validated by 5-fold spot dilution assays of the 
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indicated strains. Excess homoserine, threonine, or methionine was added to C-leu plates 

as noted.  E) The correlation coefficient between the genetic interactions of the K11R 

ubiquitin mutant and single gene deletion strains was calculated. The genetic interactome 

of the K11R ubiquitin mutant is most similar to the genetic interactions of strains 

carrying deletions of GNP1 or YDR509W. F) The import of tritiated threonine into wild 

type and K11R ubiquitin mutant cells was measured by scintillation counting. The Y-axis 

shows the measured counts per minute (CPM) divided by optical density (OD600) of the 

cell cultures (CPM/OD600).  G) A negative genetic interaction between deletions of 

HOM2 and DOA10 is shown by spot dilution assays of the indicated strains. The genetic 

interaction is abrogated by addition of homoserine to C-leu plates.  

Figure 4: K11 linkages contribute to APC-substrate turnover  

A)  Wild type and K11R ubiquitin mutant cells lacking Cdc26 were synchronized in G1 

phase with α factor, then released into the cell cycle. Samples were taken at the specified 

times after release and analyzed by probing western blots for the indicated proteins. B, 

C) cdc26Δ cells expressing wild type or K11R ubiquitin were arrested in G1 with α-

factor. Cells were washed in fresh media to release from the arrest and, after sixty 

minutes, protein synthesis was blocked by the addition of cycloheximide. The APC was 

active at this time point, as measured by Pds1 and Clb5 turnover (Panel 4A). Samples 

were taken at the specified times after cycloheximide addition and analyzed by probing 

western blots for the indicated proteins.  Bands were quantified using the Licor Image 

Studio Software and were normalized to Cdc28 or PSTAIR as loading controls (n=3). D) 

Cells were synchronized in G1 phase with α factor. During the G1 arrest, Clb2-6xHis-

3xFlag expression was induced by the addition of galactose, and cells were shifted to 
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37°C. Clb2 synthesis was then blocked by removal of galactose, and addition of glucose 

and cycloheximide. The levels of Clb2-6xHis-3xFlag in wild type and K11R ubiquitin 

cells lacking Cdc26 were analyzed by western blotting at the indicated times. Cdc28 was 

examined as a loading control using Anti-PSTAIR antibody. Bands were quantified as in 

Figure 4C.  E) A radioactively-labeled fragment of Hsl1, amino acids 667-872, was 

incubated with APC, Cdh1, Ubc4, and the indicated forms of ubiquitin. The 

ubiquitination of Hsl1 was analyzed by SDS-PAGE and autoradiography. F) All lysine 

residues on Hsl1 (667-872) were mutated to arginine, except for 2 lysines (K775, 812) 

that are part of 2 KEN box degrons, and lysine 747, which has been previously reported 

as being ubiquitinated. This Hsl1 fragment is termed Hsl1-3K, and was analyzed as in 

4E. G) A model describing the well-established role of K11 linkages in mammalian 

cells, and their function in yeast APC substrate degradation as suggested by the data 

presented here. 

Figure Supplement Legends 

Figure 1-figure supplement 1: Engineering of ubi2-4  to express K-to-R 

mutant ubiquitin 

A) UBI2 was modified to express two copies of the ribosomal protein Rpl40A, each 

from a GPD promoter. The locus is marked with a hygromycin resistance cassette. B) 

The engineered UBI3 locus is marked with a URA3 cassette and expresses three tandem 

copies of ubiquitin fused to the ribosomal protein Rps31, under the control of the GPD 

promoter. An additional copy of Rps31 is expressed from its own GPD promoter. C) 

UBI4 was modified to carry two copies of the GPD promoter, each driving expression of 
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mutant ubiquitin. The locus is marked with a nourseothricin (NAT) resistance cassette. 

A-C) Asterisks indicate mutant ubiquitin alleles;  

Figure 1-figure supplement 2: Analysis of ubiquitin levels in K-to-R 

ubiquitin mutants 

The levels of ubiquitin were analyzed by western blotting. A wild type SK1 strain with 

endogenous UBI1-4 was compared to the strains used in this study that express K-to-R 

mutant ubiquitin alleles, as well as wild type ubiquitin, from engineered ubiquitin loci. 

PSTAIR was used as loading control.  

Figure 1-figure supplement 3: Engineering of strains expressing low 

levels of ubiquitin, and K48R ubiquitin mutants 

A) A strain expressing ubiquitin at low levels was generated as described in Figure 1-

figure supplement 1, with the notable difference that UBI4 locus was replaced only with 

the NAT resistance cassette. Ubiquitin is therefore only expressed from ubi3. B) Strains 

expressing K48R ubiquitin were complemented with wild type ubiquitin to permit 

viability. At ubi3 the first two ubiquitins are mutated at K48, while the third ubiquitin is 

wild type; at ubi4, K48R mutant ubiquitin is expressed. Asterisks indicate mutant 

ubiquitin alleles. Strains expressing ubiquitin with the K48R and another lysine mutation 

express one copy of double lysine mutant ubiquitin at ubi3 and two copies at ubi4.  

Figure 1-figure supplement 4: The ubiquitin allele SGA protocol 

Ubiquitin K-to-R mutant strains were mated to an array of single gene deletion strains. 

Several selection steps allowed for the generation of haploid, MATa strains carrying a 

single gene deletion and expressing K-to-R mutant ubiquitin.  The colony sizes of each 
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strain were recorded to identify genetic interactions. A detailed description of the 

ubiquitin allele protocol is included in the Materials and Methods section.  

Figure 1-figure supplement 5: Genetic modifications modestly increase 

the sporulation efficiency of the S288C yeast strain 

The sporulation efficiency of S288C diploid cells was recorded after 4 days in 

sporulation media at 23°C.  Modest increases in sporulation efficiency were observed in 

cells lacking RME1, or carrying one or two extra copies of IME1, IME2, or NDT80, as 

indicated.  

Figure 1-figure supplement 6: Deletion of UBI1 in K-to-R ubiquitin 

mutant strains and the in the SK1 gene deletion array 

A) UBI1 was replaced with a construct expressing the ribosomal protein Rpl40a driven 

by the GPD1 promoter. The final ubi1 locus does not carry a marker. Initially, UBI1 was 

replaced with a URA3-marked construct expressing the Cre recombinase protein from a 

galactose-inducible promoter, and flanked by LoxP recombination sites. After crossing 

this construct into the deletion collection, Cre was induced with galactose and the URA3 

marker and Gal1pr-Cre construct were excised from the genome by the Cre recombinase. 

This excision was extremely robust and was selected for in the UBI1 backcrossed library 

with 5FOA B) The steps undertaken to modify UBI1 in the entire SK1 gene deletion 

array are detailed.  C) The levels of ubiquitin were analyzed by western blotting in the 

indicated strains.  
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Figure 3-figure supplement 1: Gnp1 is a major threonine permease 

A) The import of tritiated threonine into wild type cells and cells lacking Gnp1 was 

measured by scintillation counting. The Y-axis shows the measured counts per minute 

(CPM) divided by optical density (OD600) of the cell cultures (CPM/OD600).   

Figure 4-figure supplement 1: Cell cycle profiling by FACS 

A) WT and K11R mutant cells were treated as in Figure 4A and analyzed by flow 

cytometry. B) WT and K11R mutant cells were treated as in Figure 4D and analyzed by 

flow cytometry. It is worth noting that the high flocculence of the SK1 strain renders 

difficult the interpretation of cell cycle profiles by FACS [107,108].  

Table S1: Plasmids used in this study. 

Table S2: Strains used in this study. 

Table S3: Oligonucleotides used in this study. 
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Ub*Cyc1tr GPDprCyc1tr Ub* GPDpr NATR 

ubi3∆:: URA3  GPDpr-3XUb*-S31-Cyc1tr GPDpr-S31

Ub* Ub* GPDprURA3 S31GPDpr Cyc1trUb* S31

ubi2∆:: HYGR  GPDpr-L40A GPD1pr-L40A

L40AL40A GPDpr GPDpr HYGR 

ubi1∆:: LoxP  GPDpr L40A

GPDpr L40A
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Figure 1-figure supplement 1
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Figure 1-figure supplement 2 
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Figure 1-figure supplement 3 

ubi4∆:: NATR 

NATR 

ubi3∆:: URA3  GPDpr-3XUb-S31-Cyc1tr GPDpr-S31

Ub Ub GDPprURA3 S31GPDpr Cyc1trUb S31

ubi2∆:: HYGR  GPDpr-L40A GPDpr-L40A

L40AL40A GPDpr GPDpr HYGR 

ubi4∆:: Cyc1tr-Ub*-GPDpr Cyc1tr-Ub*-GPDpr NATR 

Ub*Cyc1tr GPDprUb*Cyc1tr GPDpr NATR 

ubi3∆:: URA3  GPDpr-2XUb*-Ub-S31-Cyc1tr GPDpr-S31

Ub* Ub* GPDprURA3 S31GPDpr Cyc1tr Ub S31

ubi2∆:: HYGR  GPDpr-L40A GPDpr-L40A

L40AL40A GPDpr GPDpr HYGR 
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MAT a; his3; ura3; can1∆::STE2pr-SpHIS5; 
ubi1∆:: GPDpr-L40A; 
UBI2;
UBI3;
UBI4;
xxx::KANR 

MAT α; his3; ura3; CAN1; 
ubi1∆:: GPDpr-L40A;
ubi2∆:: HYGR  GPDpr-L40A GPDpr-L40A;
ubi3∆:: URA3  GPDpr-3XUb*-S31-Cyc1tr GPDpr-S31;
ubi4∆:: GPDpr-Ub*-Cyc1tr-GPDpr-Ub*-Cyc1tr NATR ;
XXX
 

X

Haploid SK1 gene deletion library
2655 gene knock outs

ubi2
ubi3
ubi4

 
17 K-to-R Ub strains

Mating, YPAD 1 day

Diploid selection
C-Uracil + Nat + G418 + Hyg, 2 days

Meiosis and sporulation, 2 days

Haploid selection 1
Mating type selection 1

SD –Histidine + canavanine 2 days 

Double mutant selection
SD –Uracil + HYG + canavanine 1 day 

Technical 
triplicates

Haploid selection 2
Mating type selection 2

SD –Histidine + canavanine 1 day 

Triple mutant selection
SD –Uracil + HYG + NAT + canavanine 1 day 

Quadruple mutant selection
SD –Uracil + HYG + NAT + G418 +canavanine 1 day 

Figure 1-figure supplement 4
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Figure 1-figure supplement 5

WT rme1-/- WT +
IME1

WT +
IME2

  WT +
2x IME2

  WT +
NDT80
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Figure 3-figure supplement 1

Min after 3H Thr Addition
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0

WT

WT
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Figure 4-figure supplement 1

A

WT Ub K11R Ub

Asyn

Minutes after G1 release:

4hrs
Galpr-Clb2-6xhis-3xFlag
induced with 4% galactose

60
Chx added

80
(20min after chx)

B

WT Ub K11R Ub

Asyn

Hours in α-factor:

5hrs 30min
Chx added

5hrs 40min
(10min after chx)
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Supplementary table 1: Plasmids used in this study. 
	
Plasmids	

	Name	 Description	

DS199 Ubi1 targeting construct 
DS200 Ubi2 targeting construct 
DS203 WT Ub Ubi3 targeting construct 
DS204 K6R Ub Ubi3 targeting construct 
DS205 K11R Ub Ubi3 targeting construct 
DS206 K27R Ub Ubi3 targeting construct 
DS207 K29R Ub Ubi3 targeting construct 
DS208 K33R Ub Ubi3 targeting construct 
DS209 K48R Ub Ubi3 targeting construct 
DS210 K6R K11R Ub Ubi3 targeting construct 
DS211 K6R K29R Ub Ubi3 targeting construct 
DS212 K11R K29R Ub Ubi3 targeting construct 
DS213 K11R K33R Ub Ubi3 targeting construct 
DS214 K27R K33R Ub Ubi3 targeting construct 
DS215 K29R K33R Ub Ubi3 targeting construct 
DS216 K11R K48R Ub Ubi3 targeting construct 
DS217 K29R K48R Ub Ubi3 targeting construct 
DS218 K11R K27R K29R Ub Ubi3 targeting construct 
DS219 WT  Ub  Ubi4 targeting construct 
DS220 K6R Ub Ubi4 targeting construct 
DS221 K11R Ub Ubi4 targeting construct 
DS222 K27R Ub Ubi4 targeting construct 
DS223 K29R Ub Ubi4 targeting construct 
DS224 K33R Ub Ubi4 targeting construct 
DS225 K48R Ub Ubi4 targeting construct 
DS226 K6R K11R Ub Ubi4 targeting construct   
DS227 K6R K29R Ub Ubi4 targeting construct   
DS228 K11R K29R Ub Ubi4 targeting construct   
DS229 K11R K33R Ub Ubi4 targeting construct   
DS230 K27R K33R Ub Ubi4 targeting construct   
DS231 K29R K33R Ub Ubi4 targeting construct   
DS232 K11R K48R Ub Ubi4 targeting construct   
DS233 K29R K48R Ub Ubi4 targeting construct   
DS234 K11R K27R K29R Ub Ubi4 targeting construct   
DS235 Ubi4 targeting construct with no Ubiquitin  
FMGp33 Prs413-Galpr-Clb2-6xHis-3xFlag	
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Supplementary Table 2: Strains used in this study. 

Strain	ID	 #	 Description	 Genotype	

DS 368	 WT ubiquitin SGA strain 

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	
ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT	α	

DS 369	 K6R	ubiquitin	SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K6R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K6R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		MAT	α	

DS 370	 K11R	ubiquitin	SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K11R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K11R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		MAT	α	

DS 371	 K27R	ubiquitin	SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K27R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K27R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		MAT	α	

DS 372	 K29R	ubiquitin	SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K29R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K29R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT		α	

DS 373	 K33R	ubiquitin	SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K33R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K33R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT		α	

DS 374	 K48R	ubiquitin	SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-2XUb(K48R)-Ub-S31-Cyc1tr	
GPDpr-S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K48R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT	α	

DS 376	 K63R	ubiquitin	SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K63R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K63R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT	α	

DS 377	
K6R	K11R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K6R,K11R)-S31-Cyc1tr	
GPDpr-S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K6R,K11R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		MAT	
α	

DS 378	
K6R	K29R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K6R,K29R)-S31-Cyc1tr	
GPDpr-S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K6R,K29R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		MAT	
α	

DS 381	
K11R	K29R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K11R,K29R)-S31-Cyc1tr	
GPDpr-S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K11R,K29R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		
MAT	α	

DS 382	
K11R	K33R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K11R,K33R)-S31-Cyc1tr	
GPDpr-S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K11R,K33R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		
MAT	α	

DS 384	
WT-lower ubiquitin SGA 
strain 

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	
ubi4∆::	NATR;	MAT	α	

DS 389	
K29R	K33R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K29R,K33R)-S31-Cyc1tr	
GPDpr-S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K29R,K33R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		
MAT	α	

DS 392	
K11R	K27R	K29R	ubiquitin	
SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K11R,	K27R,	K29R)-S31-
Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K11R,	K27R,	K29R)-
GDPpr)	NATR;		MAT	α	
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Supplementary Table 2, continued: Strains used in this study. 

Strain	ID #	 Description	 Genotype	

DS 394	
K11R	K48R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-Ub(K11R,K48R)-2XUb(K11R)-
S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K11R,K48R)-GDPpr)	
NATR;	MAT	α	

DS 396	
K29R	K48R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-Ub(K29R,K48R)-2XUb(K29R)-
S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K29R,K48R)-GDPpr)	
NATR;	MAT	α	

DS 397	
K27R	K33R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K27R,K33R)-S31-Cyc1tr	
GPDpr-S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K27R,K33R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		
MAT	α	

FMGy	 91	 WT	ubiquitin	SGA	strain_5	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	
ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT	a	

FMGy	 92	
K11R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_5	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K11R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K11R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		MAT	a	

FMGy	 94	
hom2Δ	K11R	ubiquitin	
SGA	strain_2	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K11R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K11R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	hom2Δ::KanR;	
MAT	a	

FMGy	 95	
hom2Δ	WT	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_2	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	
ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub-GDPpr)	NATR;	hom2Δ::KanR;	MAT	α	

FMGy	 98	
hom3Δ	K11R	ubiquitin	
SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K11R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K11R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	hom3Δ::KanR;	
MAT	α	

FMGy	 99	
hom3Δ	WT	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	
ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub-GDPpr)	NATR;	hom3Δ::KanR;	MAT	a	

FMGy	 110	
K11R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_1	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K11R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K11R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		MAT	α	

FMGy	 126	
K6R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_1	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K6R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K6R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		MAT	α	

FMGy	 127	
hom2Δ	K6R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K6R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K6R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	hom2Δ::KanR;	
MAT	a	

FMGy	 181	
K33R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_1	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K33R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K33R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT		α	

FMGy	 184	
hom2Δ	K33R	ubiquitin	
SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K33R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K33R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	hom2Δ::KanR;	
MAT	a	

FMGy	 190	
K48R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_1	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-2XUb(K48R)-Ub-S31-Cyc1tr	
GPDpr-S31;	ubi4∆::		2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K48R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT	a	
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Supplementary Table 2, continued: Strains used in this study. 	
Strain	ID	 #	 Description	 Genotype	

FMGy	 192	
hom2Δ	K48R	ubiquitin	
SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-2XUb(K48R)-Ub-S31-Cyc1tr	
GPDpr-S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K48R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	
hom2Δ::KanR;	MATα	

FMGy	 198	 WT	 his3;	ura3;	MAT	a	

FMGy	 199	 hom2Δ	doa10Δ	 his3;	ura3;	doa10Δ::NATR;	hom2Δ::KanR;	MAT	α	

FMGy	 201	 doa10Δ	 his3;	ura3;	doa10Δ::NATR;	MAT	a	

FMGy	 202	 hom2Δ	 his3;	ura3;	hom2Δ::KanR;	MAT	a	

FMGy	 213	 WT		 his3; ura3;MAT α 

FMGy	 268	
hom2Δ	K11R	ubiquitin	
SGA	strain_1	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K11R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K11R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	hom2Δ::KanR;	
MAT	α	

FMGy	 327	 WT	ubiquitin	SGA	strain_1	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	
ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT	α	

FMGy	 328	
K11R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_2	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K11R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K11R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		MAT	a	

FMGy	 331	 WT	ubiquitin	SGA	strain_3	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	
ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT	α	

FMGy	 334	
K11R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_3	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K11R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K11R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		MAT	α	

FMGy	 338	 WT	ubiquitin	SGA	strain_4	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	
ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT	α	

FMGy	 341	
K11R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_4	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K11R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K11R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		MAT	a	

FMGy	 344	
K6R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_2	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K6R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K6R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		MAT	a	

FMGy	 347	
K27R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_1	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K27R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K27R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		MAT	a	

FMGy	 349	
K29R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_1	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K29R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K29R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT		α	

FMGy	 352	
K33R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_2	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K33R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K33R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT		α	

FMGy	 355	
K48R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_2	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-2XUb(K48R)-Ub-S31-Cyc1tr	
GPDpr-S31;	ubi4∆::		2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K48R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT		a	

FMGy	 375	
K63R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_1	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K63R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K63R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT		a	

FMGy	 464	
hom2Δ	K63R	ubiquitin	
SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K63R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K63R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	hom2Δ::KanR;	
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Supplementary Table 2, continued: Strains used in this study. 	
Strain	ID	 #	 Description	 Genotype	

FMGy	 466	
K63R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_2	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K63R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K63R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT		a	

FMGy	 467	
K27R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_2	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K27R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K27R)-GDPpr)	NATR;		MAT	a	

FMGy	 469	
hom2Δ	K27R	ubiquitin	
SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K27R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K27R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	hom2Δ::KanR;	
MAT	α	

FMGy	 471	
K29R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_2	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K29R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K29R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT		a	

FMGy	 473	
hom2Δ	K29R	ubiquitin	
SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K29R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K29R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	hom2Δ::KanR;	
MAT	α	

FMGy	 512	
hom2Δ	WT	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_1	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	
ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub-GDPpr)	NATR;	hom2Δ::KanR;	MAT	α	

FMGy	 513	 WT	ubiquitin	SGA	strain_2	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	
ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub-GDPpr)	NATR;	MAT	a	

FMGy	 747	
cdc26Δ	K6R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K6R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K6R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	cdc26Δ::KanR;	
MAT		α	

FMGy	 751	
cdc26Δ	K27R	ubiquitin	
SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K27R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K27R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	cdc26Δ::KanR;	
MAT	α	

FMGy	 753	
cdc26Δ	K29R	ubiquitin	
SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K29R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K29R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	cdc26Δ::KanR;	
MAT	α		

FMGy	 755	
cdc26Δ	K33R	ubiquitin	
SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K33R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K33R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	cdc26::KanR;	
MAT	a	

FMGy	 757	
cdc26Δ	K48R	ubiquitin	
SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-2XUb(K48R)-Ub-S31-Cyc1tr	
GPDpr-S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K48R-)GDPpr)	NATR;	
cdc26Δ::KanR;	MAT		a	

FMGy	 758	
cdc26Δ	K63R	ubiquitin	
SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K63R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K63R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	cdc26Δ::KanR;	
MAT	a	

FMGy	 759	
cdc26Δ	WT	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_1	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	
ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub-GDPpr)	NATR;	cdc26Δ::KanR;	MAT	a	

FMGy	 763	
ubc4Δ	WT	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	
ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub-GDPpr)	NATR;	ubc4Δ::KanR;	MAT		
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Supplementary Table 2, continued: Strains used in this study. 	
Strain	ID	 #	 Description	 Genotype	

FMGy	 769	
ubc4Δ	K27R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K27R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K27R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	ubc4Δ::KanR;	
MAT	α	

FMGy	 771	
ubc4Δ	K29R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K29R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K29R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	ubc4Δ::KanR;	
MAT	α	

FMGy	 773	
ubc4Δ	K33R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K33R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K33R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	ubc4Δ::KanR;	
MAT	α	

FMGy	 775	
ubc4Δ	K48R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-2XUb(K48R)-Ub-S31-Cyc1tr	
GPDpr-S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K48R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	
ubc4Δ::KanR;	MAT		α	

FMGy	 777	
ubc4Δ	K63R	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K63R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K63R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	ubc4Δ::KanR;	
MAT	a	

FMGy	 810	
cdc26Δ	K11R	ubiquitin	
SGA	strain_1	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K11R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K11R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	cdc26Δ::KanR;	
MAT	a	

FMGy	 811	
cdc26Δ	WT	ubiquitin	SGA	
strain_2	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	
ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub-GDPpr)	NATR;	cdc26Δ::KanR;	MAT	a	

FMGy	 813	
cdc26Δ	K11R	ubiquitin	
SGA	strain_2	

his3;	ura3;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	
GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-3xUb(K11R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-
S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K11R)-GDPpr)	NATR;	cdc26Δ::KanR;	
MAT	a	

FMGy	 836	

cdc26Δ	Galpr-Clb2-
6xhis33xFlag	K11R	
ubiquitin	SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	Prs413-Galpr-Clb2-6xhis33xFlag;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	
ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-
3xUb(K11R)-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub(K11R)-
GDPpr)	NATR;	cdc26Δ::KanR;	MAT	a	

FMGy	 839	

cdc26Δ	Galpr-Clb2-
6xhis33xFlag	WT	ubiquitin	
SGA	strain	

his3;	ura3;	Prs413-Galpr-Clb2-6xhis33xFlag;	ubi1∆::	GPDpr-L40A;	
ubi2∆::	HYGR		GPDpr-L40A	GPDpr-L40A;	ubi3∆::	URA3		GPDpr-
3xUb-S31-Cyc1tr	GPDpr-S31;	ubi4∆::	2X	(Cyc1tr-Ub-GDPpr)	NATR;	
cdc26Δ::KanR;	MAT	a	

SK1	
deletion	
array	

SK1	non-essential	single	gene	
deletion	library	 his3;	ura3;	can1::STE2pr-SpHIS5	;	XXXX::KanMX4;	MAT	a	
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Supplementary	Table	3:	Oligonucleotides	used	in	this	study.		
	
Oligonucleotide	sequences	

	Name Description Sequence 
DS268 GPD promoter Fw GGTTGAAACCAGTTCCCTGA 

DS270 
Ubi1 genotyping primer 
Rev with DS268 CCGGAGGTAAGAAGTAAAGGTAA 

DS180 
Ubi2 genotyping primer 
Fw with DS187 AGGTTGACCCATCCCTCAAT 

DS187 
Ubi2 genotyping primer 
Rev with DS180 TGAAATCGTTTATTATGTCCATT 

DS193 
Ubi3 genotyping primer 
Fw with DS194 CCCATGCATGTGGAGTCATA 

DS194 
Ubi3 genotyping primer 
Rev with DS193 TTGCGAGAACGCTAAAAAGG 

DS195 
Ubi4 genotyping primer 
Fw with DS198 GGCAACCtATGATAGGAAAT 

DS196 
Ubi4 genotyping primer 
Rev with DS198RC TGACTCAATTGGTCGGCTTA 

DS198 

Sequencing primer 
between Cyt1tr and 
GDPpr 

AGTGGCCAGCTAGCGAGTTTA 

DS198R
C 

Sequencing primer 
between Cyt1tr and 
GDPpr RC 

TAAACTCGCTAGCTGGCCACT 

DS199 3X WTUb 

AAGCTTATGCAGATTTTTGTTAAGACACTAACC
GGAAAAACAATAACTTTGGAAGTAGAATCTAGT
GATACGATTGATAATGTTAAGTCTAAAATTCAA
GACAAAGAGGGCATCCCTCCTGACCAGCAAAG
ACTGATTTTCGCTGGTAAACAATTGGAAGATGG
TAGAACACTGTCAGATTACAACATTCAAAAAGA
GTCCACATTGCATCTTGTATTGAGATTAAGGGG
TGGTATGCAAATTTTCGTCAAAACATTAACAGG
AAAAACTATCACGCTAGAAGTTGAATCTTCTGA
TACTATCGATAATGTGAAATCAAAGATCCAGGA
TAAGGAGGGTATACCACCAGACCAACAAAGAC
TAATCTTTGCCGGTAAACAGCTCGAAGATGGAC
GAACCCTTTCAGATTATAACATCCAAAAGGAAA
GTACTCTTCACCTTGTGCTAAGATTGAGAGGAG
GCATGCAAATCTTTGTAAAGACTTTAACAGGCA
AGACAATCACATTAGAAGTTGAGAGCTCAGATA
CTATTGACAATGTCAAATCTAAAATCCAAGACA
AGGAAGGTATTCCACCAGATCAACAAAGATTG
ATATTTGCAGGGAAACAATTAGAAGATGGTCGT
ACCTTGTCCGACTACAATATACAAAAGGAATCT
ACTCTCCATTTGGTTTTAAGACTGAGAGGGGGC
aacTAAGTCGAC 
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Supplementary	Table	3,	continued:	Oligonucleotides	used	in	this	study.		
 
Name Description Sequence 

DS200 3X K6R Ub 

AAGCTTATGCAGATTTTTGTTAGAACACTAACC
GGAAAAACAATAACTTTGGAAGTAGAATCTAGT
GATACGATTGATAATGTTAAGTCTAAAATTCAA
GACAAAGAGGGCATCCCTCCTGACCAGCAAAG
ACTGATTTTCGCTGGTAAACAATTGGAAGATGG
TAGAACACTGTCAGATTACAACATTCAAAAAGA
GTCCACATTGCATCTTGTATTGAGATTAAGGGG
TGGTATGCAAATTTTCGTCAGAACATTAACAGG
AAAAACTATCACGCTAGAAGTTGAATCTTCTGA
TACTATCGATAATGTGAAATCAAAGATCCAGGA
TAAGGAGGGTATACCACCAGACCAACAAAGAC
TAATCTTTGCCGGTAAACAGCTCGAAGATGGAC
GAACCCTTTCAGATTATAACATCCAAAAGGAAA
GTACTCTTCACCTTGTGCTAAGATTGAGAGGAG
GCATGCAAATCTTTGTAAGAACTTTAACAGGCA
AGACAATCACATTAGAAGTTGAGAGCTCAGATA
CTATTGACAATGTCAAATCTAAAATCCAAGACA
AGGAAGGTATTCCACCAGATCAACAAAGATTG
ATATTTGCAGGGAAACAATTAGAAGATGGTCGT
ACCTTGTCCGACTACAATATACAAAAGGAATCT
ACTCTCCATTTGGTTTTAAGACTGAGAGGGGGC
aacTAAGTCGAC 

DS201 3X K11R Ub 

AAGCTTATGCAGATTTTTGTTAAGACACTAACC
GGAAGAACAATAACTTTGGAAGTAGAATCTAGT
GATACGATTGATAATGTTAAGTCTAAAATTCAA
GACAAAGAGGGCATCCCTCCTGACCAGCAAAG
ACTGATTTTCGCTGGTAAACAATTGGAAGATGG
TAGAACACTGTCAGATTACAACATTCAAAAAGA
GTCCACATTGCATCTTGTATTGAGATTAAGGGG
TGGTATGCAAATTTTCGTCAAAACATTAACAGG
AAGAACTATCACGCTAGAAGTTGAATCTTCTGA
TACTATCGATAATGTGAAATCAAAGATCCAGGA
TAAGGAGGGTATACCACCAGACCAACAAAGAC
TAATCTTTGCCGGTAAACAGCTCGAAGATGGAC
GAACCCTTTCAGATTATAACATCCAAAAGGAAA
GTACTCTTCACCTTGTGCTAAGATTGAGAGGAG
GCATGCAAATCTTTGTAAAGACTTTAACAGGCA
GAACAATCACATTAGAAGTTGAGAGCTCAGATA
CTATTGACAATGTCAAATCTAAAATCCAAGACA
AGGAAGGTATTCCACCAGATCAACAAAGATTG
ATATTTGCAGGGAAACAATTAGAAGATGGTCGT
ACCTTGTCCGACTACAATATACAAAAGGAATCT
ACTCTCCATTTGGTTTTAAGACTGAGAGGGGGC
aacTAAGTCGAC 
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Supplementary	Table	3,	continued:	Oligonucleotides	used	in	this	study.		
 
Name Description Sequence 

DS203 3X K29R Ub 

AAGCTTATGCAGATTTTTGTTAAGACACTAACC
GGAAAAACAATAACTTTGGAAGTAGAATCTAGT
GATACGATTGATAATGTTAAGTCTAGAATTCAA
GACAAAGAGGGCATCCCTCCTGACCAGCAAAG
ACTGATTTTCGCTGGTAAACAATTGGAAGATGG
TAGAACACTGTCAGATTACAACATTCAAAAAGA
GTCCACATTGCATCTTGTATTGAGATTAAGGGG
TGGTATGCAAATTTTCGTCAAAACATTAACAGG
AAAAACTATCACGCTAGAAGTTGAATCTTCTGA
TACTATCGATAATGTGAAATCAAGAATCCAGGA
TAAGGAGGGTATACCACCAGACCAACAAAGAC
TAATCTTTGCCGGTAAACAGCTCGAAGATGGAC
GAACCCTTTCAGATTATAACATCCAAAAGGAAA
GTACTCTTCACCTTGTGCTAAGATTGAGAGGAG
GCATGCAAATCTTTGTAAAGACTTTAACAGGCA
AGACAATCACATTAGAAGTTGAGAGCTCAGATA
CTATTGACAATGTCAAATCTAGAATCCAAGACA
AGGAAGGTATTCCACCAGATCAACAAAGATTG
ATATTTGCAGGGAAACAATTAGAAGATGGTCGT
ACCTTGTCCGACTACAATATACAAAAGGAATCT
ACTCTCCATTTGGTTTTAAGACTGAGAGGGGGC
aacTAAGTCGAC 

DS204 3X K33R Ub 

AAGCTTATGCAGATTTTTGTTAAGACACTAACC
GGAAAAACAATAACTTTGGAAGTAGAATCTAGT
GATACGATTGATAATGTTAAGTCTAAAATTCAA
GACAGAGAGGGCATCCCTCCTGACCAGCAAAG
ACTGATTTTCGCTGGTAAACAATTGGAAGATGG
TAGAACACTGTCAGATTACAACATTCAAAGAGA
GTCCACATTGCATCTTGTATTGAGATTAAGGGG
TGGTATGCAAATTTTCGTCAAAACATTAACAGG
AAAAACTATCACGCTAGAAGTTGAATCTTCTGA
TACTATCGATAATGTGAAATCAAAGATCCAGGA
TAGAGAGGGTATACCACCAGACCAACAAAGAC
TAATCTTTGCCGGTAAACAGCTCGAAGATGGAC
GAACCCTTTCAGATTATAACATCCAAAGAGAAA
GTACTCTTCACCTTGTGCTAAGATTGAGAGGAG
GCATGCAAATCTTTGTAAAGACTTTAACAGGCA
AGACAATCACATTAGAAGTTGAGAGCTCAGATA
CTATTGACAATGTCAAATCTAAAATCCAAGACA
GAGAAGGTATTCCACCAGATCAACAAAGATTG
ATATTTGCAGGGAAACAATTAGAAGATGGTCGT
ACCTTGTCCGACTACAATATACAAAGAGAATCT
ACTCTCCATTTGGTTTTAAGACTGAGAGGGGGC
aacTAAGTCGAC 
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Supplementary	Table	3,	continued:	Oligonucleotides	used	in	this	study.		
 
Name Description Sequence 

DS205 
2X K48R Ub 1X WT 
Ub 

AAGCTTATGCAGATTTTTGTTAAGACACTAACC
GGAAAAACAATAACTTTGGAAGTAGAATCTAGT
GATACGATTGATAATGTTAAGTCTAAAATTCAA
GACAAAGAGGGCATCCCTCCTGACCAGCAAAG
ACTGATTTTCGCTGGTAGACAATTGGAAGATGG
TAGAACACTGTCAGATTACAACATTCAAAAAGA
GTCCACATTGCATCTTGTATTGAGATTAAGGGG
TGGTATGCAAATTTTCGTCAAAACATTAACAGG
AAAAACTATCACGCTAGAAGTTGAATCTTCTGA
TACTATCGATAATGTGAAATCAAAGATCCAGGA
TAAGGAGGGTATACCACCAGACCAACAAAGAC
TAATCTTTGCCGGTAGACAGCTCGAAGATGGAC
GAACCCTTTCAGATTATAACATCCAAAAGGAAA
GTACTCTTCACCTTGTGCTAAGATTGAGAGGAG
GCATGCAAATCTTTGTAAAGACTTTAACAGGCA
AGACAATCACATTAGAAGTTGAGAGCTCAGATA
CTATTGACAATGTCAAATCTAAAATCCAAGACA
AGGAAGGTATTCCACCAGATCAACAAAGATTG
ATATTTGCAGGGAAACAATTAGAAGATGGTCGT
ACCTTGTCCGACTACAATATACAAAAGGAATCT
ACTCTCCATTTGGTTTTAAGACTGAGAGGGGGC
aacTAAGTCGAC 

DS206 3X K6R K11RUb 

AAGCTTATGCAGATTTTTGTTAGAACACTAACC
GGAAGAACAATAACTTTGGAAGTAGAATCTAGT
GATACGATTGATAATGTTAAGTCTAAAATTCAA
GACAAAGAGGGCATCCCTCCTGACCAGCAAAG
ACTGATTTTCGCTGGTAAACAATTGGAAGATGG
TAGAACACTGTCAGATTACAACATTCAAAGAGA
GTCCACATTGCATCTTGTATTGAGATTAAGGGG
TGGTATGCAAATTTTCGTCAGAACATTAACAGG
AAGAACTATCACGCTAGAAGTTGAATCTTCTGA
TACTATCGATAATGTGAAATCAAAGATCCAGGA
TAAGGAGGGTATACCACCAGACCAACAAAGAC
TAATCTTTGCCGGTAAACAGCTCGAAGATGGAC
GAACCCTTTCAGATTATAACATCCAAAGAGAAA
GTACTCTTCACCTTGTGCTAAGATTGAGAGGAG
GCATGCAAATCTTTGTAAGAACTTTAACAGGCA
GAACAATCACATTAGAAGTTGAGAGCTCAGATA
CTATTGACAATGTCAAATCTAAAATCCAAGACA
AGGAAGGTATTCCACCAGATCAACAAAGATTG
ATATTTGCAGGGAAACAATTAGAAGATGGTCGT
ACCTTGTCCGACTACAATATACAAAGAGAATCT
ACTCTCCATTTGGTTTTAAGACTGAGAGGGGGC
aacTAAGTCGAC 
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Supplementary	Table	3,	continued:	Oligonucleotides	used	in	this	study.		
 
Name Description Sequence 

DS207 3X K6R K29R Ub 

AAGCTTATGCAGATTTTTGTTAAGACACTAACC
GGAAAAACAATAACTTTGGAAGTAGAATCTAGT
GATACGATTGATAATGTTAGATCTAGAATTCAA
GACAGAGAGGGCATCCCTCCTGACCAGCAAAG
ACTGATTTTCGCTGGTAAACAATTGGAAGATGG
TAGAACACTGTCAGATTACAACATTCAAAAAGA
GTCCACATTGCATCTTGTATTGAGATTAAGGGG
TGGTATGCAAATTTTCGTCAAAACATTAACAGG
AAAAACTATCACGCTAGAAGTTGAATCTTCTGA
TACTATCGATAATGTGAAATCAAGAATCCAGGA
TAGAGAGGGTATACCACCAGACCAACAAAGAC
TAATCTTTGCCGGTAGACAGCTCGAAGATGGAC
GAACCCTTTCAGATTATAACATCCAAAAGGAAA
GTACTCTTCACCTTGTGCTAAGATTGAGAGGAG
GCATGCAAATCTTTGTAAAGACTTTAACAGGCA
AGACAATCACATTAGAAGTTGAGAGCTCAGATA
CTATTGACAATGTCAGATCTAGAATCCAAGACA
GAGAAGGTATTCCACCAGATCAACAAAGATTG
ATATTTGCAGGGAAACAATTAGAAGATGGTCGT
ACCTTGTCCGACTACAATATACAAAAGGAATCT
ACTCTCCATTTGGTTTTAAGACTGAGAGGGGGC
aacTAAGTCGAC 

DS208 3X K11R K29R Ub 

AAGCTTATGCAGATTTTTGTTAAGACACTAACC
GGAAGAACAATAACTTTGGAAGTAGAATCTAGT
GATACGATTGATAATGTTAAGTCTAGAATTCAA
GACAAAGAGGGCATCCCTCCTGACCAGCAAAG
ACTGATTTTCGCTGGTAAACAATTGGAAGATGG
TAGAACACTGTCAGATTACAACATTCAAAAAGA
GTCCACATTGCATCTTGTATTGAGATTAAGGGG
TGGTATGCAAATTTTCGTCAAAACATTAACAGG
AAGAACTATCACGCTAGAAGTTGAATCTTCTGA
TACTATCGATAATGTGAAATCAAGAATCCAGGA
TAAGGAGGGTATACCACCAGACCAACAAAGAC
TAATCTTTGCCGGTAAACAGCTCGAAGATGGAC
GAACCCTTTCAGATTATAACATCCAAAAGGAAA
GTACTCTTCACCTTGTGCTAAGATTGAGAGGAG
GCATGCAAATCTTTGTAAAGACTTTAACAGGCA
GAACAATCACATTAGAAGTTGAGAGCTCAGATA
CTATTGACAATGTCAAATCTAGAATCCAAGACA
AGGAAGGTATTCCACCAGATCAACAAAGATTG
ATATTTGCAGGGAAACAATTAGAAGATGGTCGT
ACCTTGTCCGACTACAATATACAAAAGGAATCT
ACTCTCCATTTGGTTTTAAGACTGAGAGGGGGC
aacTAAGTCGAC 
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Supplementary	Table	3,	continued:	Oligonucleotides	used	in	this	study.		
 
Name Description Sequence 

DS209 3X K11R K33R Ub 

AAGCTTATGCAGATTTTTGTTAAGACACTAACC
GGAAGAACAATAACTTTGGAAGTAGAATCTAGT
GATACGATTGATAATGTTAAGTCTAAAATTCAA
GACAGAGAGGGCATCCCTCCTGACCAGCAAAG
ACTGATTTTCGCTGGTAAACAATTGGAAGATGG
TAGAACACTGTCAGATTACAACATTCAAAAAGA
GTCCACATTGCATCTTGTATTGAGATTAAGGGG
TGGTATGCAAATTTTCGTCAAAACATTAACAGG
AAGAACTATCACGCTAGAAGTTGAATCTTCTGA
TACTATCGATAATGTGAAATCAAAGATCCAGGA
TAGAGAGGGTATACCACCAGACCAACAAAGAC
TAATCTTTGCCGGTAAACAGCTCGAAGATGGAC
GAACCCTTTCAGATTATAACATCCAAAAGGAAA
GTACTCTTCACCTTGTGCTAAGATTGAGAGGAG
GCATGCAAATCTTTGTAAAGACTTTAACAGGCA
GAACAATCACATTAGAAGTTGAGAGCTCAGATA
CTATTGACAATGTCAAATCTAAAATCCAAGACA
GAGAAGGTATTCCACCAGATCAACAAAGATTG
ATATTTGCAGGGAAACAATTAGAAGATGGTCGT
ACCTTGTCCGACTACAATATACAAAAGGAATCT
ACTCTCCATTTGGTTTTAAGACTGAGAGGGGGC
aacTAAGTCGAC 

DS210 3X K27R K33R Ub 

AAGCTTATGCAGATTTTTGTTAAGACACTAACC
GGAAAAACAATAACTTTGGAAGTAGAATCTAGT
GATACGATTGATAATGTTAGATCTAAAATTCAA
GACAAAGAGGGCATCCCTCCTGACCAGCAAAG
ACTGATTTTCGCTGGTAAACAATTGGAAGATGG
TAGAACACTGTCAGATTACAACATTCAAAGAGA
GTCCACATTGCATCTTGTATTGAGATTAAGGGG
TGGTATGCAAATTTTCGTCAAAACATTAACAGG
AAAAACTATCACGCTAGAAGTTGAATCTTCTGA
TACTATCGATAATGTGAGATCAAAGATCCAGGA
TAAGGAGGGTATACCACCAGACCAACAAAGAC
TAATCTTTGCCGGTAAACAGCTCGAAGATGGAC
GAACCCTTTCAGATTATAACATCCAAAGAGAAA
GTACTCTTCACCTTGTGCTAAGATTGAGAGGAG
GCATGCAAATCTTTGTAAAGACTTTAACAGGCA
AGACAATCACATTAGAAGTTGAGAGCTCAGATA
CTATTGACAATGTCAGATCTAAAATCCAAGACA
AGGAAGGTATTCCACCAGATCAACAAAGATTG
ATATTTGCAGGGAAACAATTAGAAGATGGTCGT
ACCTTGTCCGACTACAATATACAAAGAGAATCT
ACTCTCCATTTGGTTTTAAGACTGAGAGGGGGC
aacTAAGTCGAC 
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Supplementary	Table	3,	continued:	Oligonucleotides	used	in	this	study.		
 
Name Description Sequence 

DS211 3X K29R K33R Ub 

AAGCTTATGCAGATTTTTGTTAAGACACTAACC
GGAAAAACAATAACTTTGGAAGTAGAATCTAGT
GATACGATTGATAATGTTAAGTCTAGAATTCAA
GACAGAGAGGGCATCCCTCCTGACCAGCAAAG
ACTGATTTTCGCTGGTAAACAATTGGAAGATGG
TAGAACACTGTCAGATTACAACATTCAAAAAGA
GTCCACATTGCATCTTGTATTGAGATTAAGGGG
TGGTATGCAAATTTTCGTCAAAACATTAACAGG
AAAAACTATCACGCTAGAAGTTGAATCTTCTGA
TACTATCGATAATGTGAAATCAAGAATCCAGGA
TAGAGAGGGTATACCACCAGACCAACAAAGAC
TAATCTTTGCCGGTAAACAGCTCGAAGATGGAC
GAACCCTTTCAGATTATAACATCCAAAAGGAAA
GTACTCTTCACCTTGTGCTAAGATTGAGAGGAG
GCATGCAAATCTTTGTAAAGACTTTAACAGGCA
AGACAATCACATTAGAAGTTGAGAGCTCAGATA
CTATTGACAATGTCAAATCTAGAATCCAAGACA
GAGAAGGTATTCCACCAGATCAACAAAGATTG
ATATTTGCAGGGAAACAATTAGAAGATGGTCGT
ACCTTGTCCGACTACAATATACAAAAGGAATCT
ACTCTCCATTTGGTTTTAAGACTGAGAGGGGGC
aacTAAGTCGAC 

DS212 
1X K11R K48R Ub 2x 
K11R Ub 

AAGCTTATGCAGATTTTTGTTAAGACACTAACC
GGAAGAACAATAACTTTGGAAGTAGAATCTAGT
GATACGATTGATAATGTTAAGTCTAAAATTCAA
GACAAAGAGGGCATCCCTCCTGACCAGCAAAG
ACTGATTTTCGCTGGTAGACAATTGGAAGATGG
TAGAACACTGTCAGATTACAACATTCAAAAAGA
GTCCACATTGCATCTTGTATTGAGATTAAGGGG
TGGTATGCAAATTTTCGTCAAAACATTAACAGG
AAGAACTATCACGCTAGAAGTTGAATCTTCTGA
TACTATCGATAATGTGAAATCAAAGATCCAGGA
TAAGGAGGGTATACCACCAGACCAACAAAGAC
TAATCTTTGCCGGTAAACAGCTCGAAGATGGAC
GAACCCTTTCAGATTATAACATCCAAAAGGAAA
GTACTCTTCACCTTGTGCTAAGATTGAGAGGAG
GCATGCAAATCTTTGTAAAGACTTTAACAGGCA
GAACAATCACATTAGAAGTTGAGAGCTCAGATA
CTATTGACAATGTCAAATCTAAAATCCAAGACA
AGGAAGGTATTCCACCAGATCAACAAAGATTG
ATATTTGCAGGGAAACAATTAGAAGATGGTCGT
ACCTTGTCCGACTACAATATACAAAAGGAATCT
ACTCTCCATTTGGTTTTAAGACTGAGAGGGGGC
aacTAAGTCGAC 
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Supplementary	Table	3,	continued:	Oligonucleotides	used	in	this	study.		
 
Name Description Sequence 

DS213 
1X K29R K48R K Ub 
2x K29R Ub 

AAGCTTATGCAGATTTTTGTTAAGACACTAACC
GGAAAAACAATAACTTTGGAAGTAGAATCTAGT
GATACGATTGATAATGTTAAGTCTAGAATTCAA
GACAAAGAGGGCATCCCTCCTGACCAGCAAAG
ACTGATTTTCGCTGGTAGACAATTGGAAGATGG
TAGAACACTGTCAGATTACAACATTCAAAAAGA
GTCCACATTGCATCTTGTATTGAGATTAAGGGG
TGGTATGCAAATTTTCGTCAAAACATTAACAGG
AAAAACTATCACGCTAGAAGTTGAATCTTCTGA
TACTATCGATAATGTGAAATCAAGAATCCAGGA
TAAGGAGGGTATACCACCAGACCAACAAAGAC
TAATCTTTGCCGGTAAACAGCTCGAAGATGGAC
GAACCCTTTCAGATTATAACATCCAAAAGGAAA
GTACTCTTCACCTTGTGCTAAGATTGAGAGGAG
GCATGCAAATCTTTGTAAAGACTTTAACAGGCA
AGACAATCACATTAGAAGTTGAGAGCTCAGATA
CTATTGACAATGTCAAATCTAGAATCCAAGACA
AGGAAGGTATTCCACCAGATCAACAAAGATTG
ATATTTGCAGGGAAACAATTAGAAGATGGTCGT
ACCTTGTCCGACTACAATATACAAAAGGAATCT
ACTCTCCATTTGGTTTTAAGACTGAGAGGGGGC
aacTAAGTCGAC 

DS214 
3X K11R K27R K29R 
Ub 

AAGCTTATGCAGATTTTTGTTAAGACACTAACC
GGAAGAACAATAACTTTGGAAGTAGAATCTAGT
GATACGATTGATAATGTTAGATCTAGAATTCAA
GACAAAGAGGGCATCCCTCCTGACCAGCAAAG
ACTGATTTTCGCTGGTAAACAATTGGAAGATGG
TAGAACACTGTCAGATTACAACATTCAAAAAGA
GTCCACATTGCATCTTGTATTGAGATTAAGGGG
TGGTATGCAAATTTTCGTCAAAACATTAACAGG
AAGAACTATCACGCTAGAAGTTGAATCTTCTGA
TACTATCGATAATGTGAGATCAAGAATCCAGGA
TAAGGAGGGTATACCACCAGACCAACAAAGAC
TAATCTTTGCCGGTAAACAGCTCGAAGATGGAC
GAACCCTTTCAGATTATAACATCCAAAAGGAAA
GTACTCTTCACCTTGTGCTAAGATTGAGAGGAG
GCATGCAAATCTTTGTAAAGACTTTAACAGGCA
GAACAATCACATTAGAAGTTGAGAGCTCAGATA
CTATTGACAATGTCAGATCTAGAATCCAAGACA
AGGAAGGTATTCCACCAGATCAACAAAGATTG
ATATTTGCAGGGAAACAATTAGAAGATGGTCGT
ACCTTGTCCGACTACAATATACAAAAGGAATCT
ACTCTCCATTTGGTTTTAAGACTGAGAGGGGGC
aacTAAGTCGAC 
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Chapter 2 

A genetic approach to study polyubiquitination in Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae  

1.	Introduction	

Protein polyubiquitination is a highly conserved posttranslational modification 

that can alter the stability, localization, and function of substrates [1]. This functional 

versatility arises from the structural diversity of ubiquitination. Indeed, lysine residues on 

substrates can be modified with single ubiquitins, known as monoubiquitination, or with 

a chain of polyubiquitin, consisting of ubiquitin protomers linked to each other through 

one of ubiquitin's seven acceptor lysines (K6, K11, K27 K29, K33, K48, and K63) or the 

N-terminal amino group of methionine 1 of ubiquitin. While all ubiquitin linkages exist 

in vivo in widely varying amounts [2], the functional significance of most remains 

enigmatic.  

A large number of studies over the last four decades since the discovery of 

ubiquitin have elucidated some functions of specific ubiquitin linkage types. K48-linked 

chains were the first to be studied in detail and are considered the canonical ubiquitin 

chain that leads to proteasomal degradation [3]. K63 linkages have been the subject of 

intense study following the recognition of their non-degradative functions in various 

signaling pathways including the DNA damage response [2,4–7], protein trafficking 

[8,9], mitophagy [10],  inflammation [11–13], and immune responses [14]. The 

importance of K11-linked polyubiquitin chains has only emerged in the last decade with 

the discovery of their degradative functions during mitotic progression in metazoans [15]. 

Proteomics studies suggest that K6, K27, K29, and K33 ubiquitin linkages are rare in 

cells [2,16]. Nonetheless, some pioneering studies have identified specific physiological 
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functions of those linkages [17]. K6-linked chains, for example, are reportedly 

synthesized by the BRCA1-BARD1 E3 ligase to regulate the DNA damage response in a 

proteolysis-independent manner [18,19]. These linkages, along with K27-linked chains, 

are also generated by the E3 ligase Parkin, which functions in mitophagy [10,20–22]. In 

an interesting mechanism, K29-linked chains on the mRNA-binding protein, HuR, are 

recognized by UBXD8, an adaptor for the p97 ATPase, thereby promoting the release of 

HuR from its association with specific mRNAs [23]. Finally, a study of post-Golgi 

protein trafficking provided an elegant example of how polyubiquitin linked through K33 

can mediate a protein-protein interaction between Coronin-7 and Eps15 [24]. 

A comprehensive examination of the functional significance of all ubiquitin 

linkage types is lacking and would serve to accelerate the pace of discovery of the 

physiologically important functions of ubiquitin chain types and the ubiquitin-proteasome 

system. This is particularly necessary for the poorly understood polyubiquitin chains 

linked through K6, K11, K27, K29, and K33 of ubiquitin. The analysis of genetic 

interactions is a powerful tool for establishing functional relationships between genes and 

uncovering novel gene functions [25–32]. When two genes function in parallel or 

redundant pathways, mutating or deleting both genes in a cell can lead to a negative 

(synthetic) genetic interaction, wherein the double mutant strain has a more severe 

phenotype than each of the single mutant parent strains. In contrast, mutation of two 

genes that function in the same pathway would not lead to phenotypic enhancement in the 

double mutant (epistasis). 

Here we describe a high-throughput method to uncover genetic interactions of 

individual ubiquitin linkage types by combining lysine-to-arginine (K-to-R) ubiquitin 

mutations with single gene deletions. A general approach to validate novel genetic 

interactions arising from the screen is also detailed. Aside from its utility for the study of 

ubiquitin in yeast, we propose that the methodology we have developed will prove 
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broadly applicable to the analysis of complex relationships between genes, including 

multigenic redundancies, in many biological pathways.  

2.	Strain	Engineering	

Previous high-throughput genetic interaction screens have examined the synthetic 

phenotype of two [27–29,31,33,34], or in a few cases three [35], mutations. The genetic 

analysis of ubiquitin, however, is challenging due to the fact that ubiquitin is encoded at 

four genomic loci, UBI1-4, in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. At UBI1, 2, and 3, ubiquitin is 

expressed as a fusion to ribosomal proteins RPL40A, RPL40B, and RPS31, respectively. 

An additional five copies of ubiquitin are encoded at UBI4 as head-to-tail fusions. In all 

cases, the ubiquitin fusion proteins are proteolytically processed to release mature 

ubiquitin protomers that are competent to be conjugated to lysine residues of proteins. 

The analysis of genetic interactions normally requires the deletion of two genes in the 

same cell. In contrast, to study the genetic interactions of ubiquitin mutants, along with 

deletion of a gene of interest, all four ubiquitin genes must be modified to express the 

desired ubiquitin variant while also preserving expression of the ribosomal proteins 

encoded at UBI1-3.The relatively large number of loci that must be modified to carry out 

genetic analyses of ubiquitin mutants required key optimizations of the conventional 

SGA protocol described below.  

Most genetic interaction screens have utilized the S288C yeast strain, which 

exhibits poor sporulation efficiency. In those studies, the low efficiency of sporulation 

was acceptable because only a total of five loci were under selection, the two loci of 

interest and three haploid selectable markers necessary to generate the desired haploid 

double mutant cells. In contrast, to study ubiquitin, eight total loci must be selected to 

generate haploid cells that carry modified ubi1-4, a given gene deletion, a well as all 

necessary haploid selectable markers. The efficiency of sporulation becomes a limiting 

factor, as an exceedingly small percentage of spores will have the final desired genotype. 
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The SK1 yeast strain naturally has a high sporulation efficiency of about 92%, a stark 

contrast to the 12% efficiency exhibited by S288C [36]. This key advantage led us to 

generate all the ubiquitin mutant strains and a novel single gene deletion library in the 

SK1 strain background. 

While the SK1 strain provided a crucial advantage over S288C, two further 

modifications were made to decrease the number of loci under selection, thereby 

increasing the percentage of spores with the final desired genotypes. First, the UBI1 locus 

was replaced with a construct expressing Rpl40A, a ribosomal protein, under the control 

of the constitutive GPD promoter in the entire SK1 deletion library and all K-to-R 

ubiquitin mutant strains. Because the locus is equally modified in the ubiquitin mutant 

strains and gene deletion array, no marker was necessary (See below, 2.1). Second, 

unsporulated diploid cells are a significant source of background in SGA studies that is 

eliminated with two separate selections for haploid cells. The high sporulation efficiency 

of SK1 leads to significantly less unsporulated diploid cells, thus permitting the omission 

of one haploid selection step, lyp1Δ selection. Ultimately, in the SK1 ubiquitin SGA 6 

loci are selected: 3 ubiquitin loci, 1 gene deletion, and  2 haploid and mating type 

selection markers. 

2.1	Deletion	of	UBI1	

Strain DS1 of the genotype Mat alpha; his3; ura3; CAN1; ubi1Δ::LoxP-GAL1pr-

Cre-URA3-LoxP-GPDpr-RPL40A was cultured in liquid overnight and spread on a C-

uracil plate to generate a lawn. The cells were then pinned into the 384 colony format to 

allow mating to the SK1 gene deletion library on YPAD plates using a Singer 

Instruments pinning Robot (Robot: Singer Instruments PLU-001; Pinning pads: Singer 

Instruments RePad384A; Plates: Singer Instruments PlusPlates). The GAL1pr-Cre 

construct was amplified from yeast genomic DNA because it could not be maintained in 

bacteria, likely due to promoter leakiness. The mating mixes were transferred to C-uracil 
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+ G418 plates to select for diploids. Diploids were then pinned onto sporulation plates 

and cultured for 2 days. Haploids were then selected selected first on C-uracil for 24 

hours, then on C-uracil containing G418 for 2 days. To induce the Cre recombinase and 

haploids were plated on 2% galactose containing plates for 2 days. The positions of the 

LoxP sites in the construct led to deletion of the URA3 marker and Cre recombinase. The 

cells were transferred to plates containing 5-fluoro-orotic acid (FOA) plates and 

incubated at 30°C for 24 hours to select against cells carrying the URA3 marker [37]. 

This negative selection was performed a total of three consecutive times to ensure 

deletion of URA3. The final plates were replicated onto C-uracil plates. To confirm the 

successful recombination event, the modified ubi1 locus was amplified by PCR and 

sequenced. No significant changes in ubiquitin levels or doubling time were observed 

following deletion of UBI1, as has been previously reported [38].  

2.2	Design	of	ubiquitin	loci	encoding	ubiquitin	variants	

The endogenous UBI3 locus encodes a fusion protein consisting of ubiquitin 

fused to RPS31, a ribosomal protein. Deletion of UBI3 with a construct expressing a 

triple ubiquitin fusion protein along with expression of RPS31 from a separate GPD 

promoter resulted in a doubling time of 7 hours. Multiple modifications to UBI3 were 

attempted to ameliorate the observed growth defect. Increasing the expression of RPS31 

by including in the construct up to 5 copies of GPDpr-RPS31 could not decrease the 

doubling time below 3 hours. It has been suggested that ubiquitin acts as a folding 

chaperone for Rps31. The address this possibility, the triple-ubiquitin sequence was fused 

to RPS31, thereby lead to expression of a triple ubiquitin-Rps31 hybrid protein. In 

addition, a GPDpr-RPS31 cassette was included in the URA3-marked construct. The 

resulting strains exhibited growth rates similar to wild type.  

The UBI4 locus encodes 5 copies of ubiquitin expressed as single polypeptide that 

is proteolytically processed to release free ubiquitin. UBI4 was replaced with a 2 copies 
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of a construct expressing ubiquitin from the constitutive GPD promoter , including the C-

terminal asparagine found in endogenous UBI4 that is proteolytically processed to release 

mature ubiquitin [1,40]. This locus was marked with a Nourseothricin (NAT) resistance 

cassette.  

At the modified ubi2 locus, two copies a cassette driving expression of the 

ribosomal protein Rpl40 from the GPD promoter are inserted and marked with the 

Hygromycin resistance gene. The modified ubi2 locus exhibited a normal doubling time.  

At all modified loci, the constitutive GPD promoter was used as it resulting in the 

highest level of ubiquitin expression relative to other tested promoters, including TEF1, 

HYP2, PYK1, and PDC1 [41]. 

To control for the potential effects of altered ubiquitin levels, a strain expressing 

low levels of ubiquitin was constructed by replacing UBI4 only with the NAT resistance 

cassette. In this strain, ubiquitin is only expressed from the modified ubi3 locus.  

Because lysine 48 of ubiquitin is essential, strains expressing K48R mutant 

ubiquitin had to be supplemented with wild type ubiquitin. In these strains, two of the 

ubiquitins in the triple ubiquitin fusion encoded at ubi3 are mutated at K48. At ubi4, both 

ubiquitins are mutated at K48. Strains expressing ubiquitin mutated at K48 and another 

lysine were express one copy of double mutant ubiquitin (K29R K48R, for example) and 

two copies of single mutant ubiquitin (K29R, for example) at ubi3.  Double mutant 

ubiquitin is expressed from ubi4. 

2.3	Construction	of	strains	expressing	ubiquitin	variants 

The endogenous UBI2-4 loci were replaced with the constructs detailed above as 

follows: A diploid strain homozygous for modified ubi1 was transformed with the 

engineered ubi2 cassette. Transformants were selected by their resistance to hygromycin 

and then transformed with the panel of ubiquitin mutant ubi3 constructs. Transformats 

were selected upon growth on plates lacking uracil. These diploid ubi1;ubi2;ubi3 mutants 
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were sporulated to generate haploid  cells of mating type alpha carrying all three 

modified loci. In parallel, the panel of mutant ubiquitin ubi4 constructs were used to 

transform diploid SK1 cells. Following sporulation of transformants that were resistant to 

nourseothricin and of mating type a were crossed to the haploid ubi1-3 mutants. Diploids 

were sporulated to generate haploids of mating type alpha that carried all modified 

ubiquitin loci, which were genotyped by PCR.  

3.	Modification	of	the	conventional	SGA	method	to	establish	an	

SK1	4-marker	ubiquitin	SGA	protocol 

The 4-marker SGA was largely carried out as has been previously reported for 

conventional 2-marker SGA screening in the S288C strain. As detailed SGA protocols 

have been published elsewhere, a brief overview of the 4-marker ubiquitin SGA method 

is provided here with attention to notable modifications to the conventional SGA protocol 

that were key to establish a robust SGA process in the SK1 strain background and permit 

the simultaneous analysis of multiple mutant loci.  

3.1	Drug	concentrations 

G418: Selection with G418 is required to select for the specific gene deletion that comes 

from the SK1 deletion library. Previous SGA studies in the S288C strain used up to 

200mg/L of G418, although 100mg/L was found to be sufficient [34]. The SK1 strain 

requires higher concentrations of the drug. Careful titration of G418 revealed that a 

concentration of 350mg/L is optimal for SGA screening using the SK1 strain.  

 

Canavanine: Resistance to canavanine is a recessive marker that is useful to kill 

unsporulated diploid cells. Previous screens in S288C have used canavanine at a 

concentration of 50mg/L [7]. This concentration of canavanine proved excessive when 
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combined with other selection steps (e.g. 350mg/L G418) for SK1 as the cells showed 

obvious growth defects. Titration of canavanine was done in combination with other 

drugs in the screen. The much lower concentration of 10mg/L was sufficient to kill 

diploids and did not cause obvious growth defects. Nonetheless, 50mg/L of canavanine 

was used for haploid selection following sporulation to ensure complete selection againd 

unsporulated diploids, but the lower concentration of 10mg/L was included in all 

subsequent selection plates. 

 

Nourseothricin (NAT): 100 mg/L, as used in conventional S288C SGA screening.  

 

Hygromycin: During conventional SGA screening, hygromycin is not normally used. In 

this screen, ubi2 is marked with a hygromycin-resistance. The drug was successfully used 

at the commonly used concentration of 200 mg/L.  

 

3.2	Sporulation	

Sporulation of the SK1 strain is about 92% efficient compared to the 

approximately 12% sporulation efficiency of S288C strain [42]. The poor sporulation 

efficiency of S288C necessitates a long sporulation time of 5 days. In contrast, sufficient 

sporulation of SK1 is obtained after only 2 days at 25°C. This significantly decreases the 

duration of the genetic screen. 

3.3	Robot	settings	

To maximize the number of cells transferred at each pinning step, a mixed 

pinning used with the Singer ROTOR robot.  

3.4	Overview	of	the	4-Marker	SGA	workflow	

Two biological replicates of the screen were carried out on different days. Each 

biological replicate also had three technical replicates. Lawns of each query strain were 
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mated to the SK1 deletion array using the Singer Pinning Robot system for one day at 

30°C. Diploids were selected on plates lacking uracil and containing NAT, G418, and 

HYG. The colonies were then transferred to sporulation plates for 2 days at 25°C. 

Haploids of mating type a were selected on plates lacking histidine and containing 

canavanine. Haploid mutant selections were performed in the following order: 1) C-uracil 

plates (ubi3),  200 mg/L hygromycin (ubi2); 2) 100mg/L Nourseothricin (ubi4); 3) 350 

mg/L G418 (single gene deletions). To ensure effective mutant selections, in each step, 

the previous selection condition was included. Of note is the fact that quality control 

analysis revealed that the ubiquitin loci must be selected prior to the gene deletion to 

achieve precise mutant selections. The final plates were grown at 30°C for 48 hours, and 

then photographed. 

4.	Analysis	of	data	quality	

4.1	Calculation	and	characterization	of	genetic	interaction	scores	

Using established SGA protocols and methods, colony sizes were recorded and 

normalized to calculate genetic interaction scores (S-scores) [34,43]. S-scores were 

averaged among replicates to obtain the final SGA dataset. As has been observed in 

previous SGA studies, and given that genetic interactions are rare, the S-scores in the 4-

marker SGA were centered around zero, with about 53% of scores being negative and 

47% positive values and 95% of scores lying within 2 standard deviations of the mean S-

score of -0.21. Strong negative S-scores were more common than positive S-scores. The 

strongest S-score in the screen was  -20.97 while the largest positive S-Score value was 

6.68.  
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Figure 1:  A plot of all  the S-scores in the 4-marker ubiquitin SGA. All the 
S-scores in the 4-marker ubiquitin SGA were plotted in increasing order from left to right 
along the X-axis.  

 

4.2	Quality	Determination		

To determine the reproducibility and robustness of the data, the Pearson 

correlation coefficient between two biological replicates of the screen was calculated and 

found to be within the range of previous SGA screens, albeit somewhat lower than some 

SGA studies. This fact is an important consideration for the design and interpretation of 

SGA screens. In contrast to many previously reported SGA studies which analyze the 

genetic interactions of hundreds or thousands of functionally-related gene deletions in a 

symmetrical fashion, the 4-marker SGA described here consisted of only 17 query strains 

that were mated to an unbiased array of deletion strains.  Both of these peculiarities of the 

screen have the effect of diminishing the number of true genetic interactions and 

increasing noise in the dataset relative to other SGA studies, thereby leading to a slightly 

smaller Pearson correlation coefficient.  

An additional comprehensive approach to evaluate the quality was therefore 

employed. Genes whose protein products physically interact are more likely have similar 

genetic interactions due to their related biological functions. The enrichment of genetic 

interaction similarities was compared between gene pairs that are known to interact 

physically and those that do not have reported physical interactions. Proteins were 

S-
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considered to physically interact if they had a ‘PE’ score greater than 2 in Collins et al, 

2007. As expected, the genetic interactions of physically interacting gene pairs is 

significantly higher than among non-interacting gene pairs. This is striking result when 

the relative small size of the ubiquitin SGA is taken into account. Although the genetic 

interaction profiles of gene deletions in the ubiquitin SGA include only 17 scores, the 

screen is similarly enriched for genetic similarity within physically interacting gene pairs 

as the published chromosome biology E-MAP [44], wherein the genetic interaction 

profiles contain over 700 scores and is biased for genes with known related functions. 

Unbiased hierarchical clustering orders the mutant strains relative to each other 

based on the similarity of their genetic interactions. Typically, hierarchical clustering is 

visualized with a dendrogram tree diagram, where the most similar strains are placed next 

to each other. Genes that function in the same pathway or have similar functions are 

expected to have similar genetic interactions due to their related biological function. They 

are therefore more likely to cluster in the dataset. Evaluation of the degree to which 

known gene modules are clustered in the SGA can serve as a qualitative measure of the 

robustness and biological significance of the data. The ubiquitin SGA dataset was 

clustered using the open source software, Cluster 3.0 (Settings: uncentered correlation, 

average linkage), which is freely available for download at 

http://bonsai.hgc.jp/~mdehoon/software/cluster/software.htm#ctv for use with Windows, 

Macintosh, and Linux operating systems. 

 

5.	Identification	and	characterization	of	genetic	interactions	

Large screens such as the one described here uncover thousands of candidate genetic 

interactions. Comprehensive approaches to estimate the quality and biological 

significance of the dataset as whole are described above, in Section 4. It can be an 

overwhelming endeavor to interpret the biological significance of the myriad of 
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interactions for each mutant in the screen. Approaches to extract functional and 

biological significance from genetic interaction datasets are proposed below.  

	

5.1	Identification	of	hits	specific	to	individual	ubiquitin	lysine	mutants	

We were most interested in genes whose deletions had genetic interactions with 

individual ubiquitin lysine mutants, rather than with multiple lysines. To identify those 

gene deletions, all the S-scores for each single ubiquitin lysine mutants were compared to 

the average S-scores for all other ubiquitin mutants not carrying the individual lysine 

mutation being analyzed. For example, the S-scores of the K11R ubiquitin mutant were 

compared to the average the S-scores of every other ubiquitin mutant not carrying 

mutations of K11 (K6R, K27R, K27, 33R, etc.). This analysis revealed gene whose 

deletions led to genetic interactions specifically with the K11R ubiquitin mutation.  

	

5.2	Functional	characterization	of	individual	genetic	interactions	

	 A powerful method to rapidly characterize the genetic interactomes of the 

ubiquitin mutants is the use of Gene Ontology (GO) Enrichment analysis. An arbitrary 

cutoff of S-scores of -2 or smaller was applied, and all gene deletions having S-scores 

meeting that criterion for each ubiquitin mutant were analyzed for the enrichment of 

biological process GO terms (BP-Direct) using the Database 

for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) tool which is freely 

available and can be accessed online at https://david.ncifcrf.gov/  [45,46]. 
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5.3	Functional	analysis	of	genetic	interactomes	

	 The analysis of individual genetic interactions can be a powerful approach to 

generate hypotheses about the functions of ubiquitin linkage types. For example, a 

negative genetic interaction between a gene deletion and a specific ubiquitin lysine 

mutant would point to functional redundancy between the gene and ubiquitin linkage 

type. However, the interpretation of isolated genetic interactions can be complicated due 

to pleiotropy and non-specific effects of the mutations being studied. Thus, an approach 

that takes into account all the genetic interactions for a particular ubiquitin mutant in the 

screen would provide a more comprehensive functional analysis. The deletions of genes 

that function with a specific ubiquitin linkage in a given pathway are likely to have 

genetic interactions that are similar to that linkage type. To identify gene deletions that 

had similar genetic interactions to the ubiquitin mutants in the 4-marker SGA, the genetic 

interactomes of the ubiquitin mutants were compared to a large yeast genetic interaction 

network containing comprehensive interactomes of thousands of gene deletions in yeast 

[47]. Genes that have the most similar genetic interactomes to a given ubiquitin linkage 

type are likely to function in the same pathway as that chain type. Likewise, genes that 

are most similar to a particular ubiquitin linkage types may reveal the major, or at least 

the most phenotypic functions of a given lysine of ubiquitin.  

 

6.	Validation	of	genetic	interactions	

Prior to investing time and resources to study the molecular basis of any given 

genetic interaction, it is advisable to independently validate genetic interactions of 

interest. While high throughput methods to independently validate interactions are 

possible, a low throughput approach to validate a small number of genetic interactions of 

interest by is outlined below. 
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6.1	Mating		

To recreate the double mutant strains (carrying a gene deletion and ubiquitin 

mutant) that exhibited a genetic interaction of interest in the screen, ubiquitin mutant 

strains were crossed to the relevant gene deletions from the SK1 deletion array. This was 

done by mixing roughly equal amounts of cells onto YM-1 plates (supplemented with 2% 

dextrose) and incubating at 30°C overnight. Importantly, prior to mating, cells were taken 

directly from frozen stocks and grown at 30°C on YM-1 plates supplemented with 3% 

glycerol to avoid petites which occur at a high rate in the SK1 strain.  As in the screen, 

single colonies were not used for mating. 	

	

6.2	Sporulation		

		 The high efficiency of sporulation exhibited by the SK1 strain obviates the need 

to select for diploids when looking at individual genetic interactions (assuming sufficient 

mating occurs), and also simplifies the sporulation protocol relative to other common 

laboratory yeast strains. Following overnight incubation of mating mixes as described 

above, a small patch of the mixture was transferred to 2ml of sporulation media. 

Sporulation cultures were incubated at 23°C with light rotation. Spores appear in the 

cultures relatively quickly, and in sufficient numbers to allow tetrad dissection in as little 

as 16 hours in our experience. However, usually, the cultures were incubated at 23°C for 

3 days prior to tetrad dissection to facilitate the dissection process.  

	

6.3	Tetrad	dissection	

		 The efficiency of sporulation was determined by examining the cultures under a 

light microscope. Tetrads are easily identifiable by their characteristic shape, which 

includes four small spores attached to each other, usually in tetrahedral organization. 
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200ul of each sporulation culture were centrifuged on a tabletop microcentrifuge at 

maximum speed for 30 seconds. 180ul of supernatant were removed, and the cell pellet 

was resuspended in the remaining 20ul of media. 2ul of zymolase (20mg/ml stock) was 

mixed with the cell suspension to digest the ascus that contains the 4 spores. The 

mixtures were incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes. 1ml of cold water was then 

added to halt digestion. 30ul of the mixture were spread in a straight line across the 

middle of a YM-1 plate supplemented with 2% dextrose. The liquid was allowed to dry 

prior to manually dissecting tetrads. Dissection plates were incubated at 30°C for 3 days.  

The final haploid spores needed to carry all the modified ubiquitin loci and a gene 

deletion (when analyzing double mutants). In addition to those loci, a mating type and 

haploid selectable marker also segregated in the crosses. To simply analysis and facilitate 

downstream experiments, only spores carrying all modified ubiquitin loci and the gene 

deletion (when desired) were analyzed, and any spores also the carrying mating type and 

haploid selectable marker cassette (disruption of the CAN1 locus with the spHis5 driven 

by the Mat a-specific STE2 promoter) were discarded. A small percentage of spores 

carried the desired genotype, which was determined by replica-plating onto appropriate 

plates. Importantly, the dissection plates were also replica-plated onto glycerol-

containing YM-1 plates to discard petites.  

Because such a small percentage of spores have desired genotypes, the work of 

dissecting tetrads can rapidly become overwhelming and tedious. We therefore took an 

alternative approach when validating multiple interactions rapidly. We generated diploid 

strains homozygous for the modified ubiquitin loci engineered for the screen by mating 

strains of the opposite mating type and selecting diploids. Because the parent haploid 

ubiquitin mutant strains were isogenic (except for the mating type), diploids were 

selected manually by their distinctive appearance under a light microscope and confirmed 

by their lack of an ability to mate to mating type-tester strains. Gene deletion cassettes 

were then amplified by PCR from the SK1 deletion array and used to transform desired 
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homozygous ubiquitin mutant diploids. Mutants were selected on YM-1 plates containing 

2% dextrose and the appropriate selection drug (usually G418). UBI4 is known to be 

essential for meiotic progression. Surprisingly, the engineered ubiquitin loci, which 

express high levels of ubiquitin under the control of the GPD promoter, were unable to 

support meiotic progression. This was true even for diploids expressing wild type 

ubiquitin. To allow the diploids to undergo meiosis, the diploids were transformed with a 

2-micron plasmid that carried the UBI4 ORF and promoter. Following sporulation, the 

cells rapidly lost the plasmid in non-selective media.  

	

6.4	Spot	dilution	assays	to	validate	genetic	interactions	

Genetic interactions are defined as a deviation from the expected double mutant 

phenotype, which is estimated by taking the product of the single mutant parent 

phenotypes. In the SGA protocol, the phenotypes of all the single mutant strains are not 

actually measured as that would be labor intensive and introduce significant error. 

Instead, the phenotypes of the single mutant parent strains are estimated by taking into 

account the growth phenotypes of all double mutant strains in the screen carrying any 

given mutation. This estimate is valid due to the empirical fact that genetic interactions 

are rare. For example, the phenotype of the K11R ubiquitin mutant can be estimated by 

determining the typical phenotype of the thousands of double mutants in the screen 

carrying a gene deletion along with mutation of K11.  When validating a specific genetic 

interaction, however, it is possible to compare the double mutant strain of interest to the 

single mutant parent strains.  

 For any given genetic interaction of interest, the appropriate double mutant strain, 

carrying all the mutant ubiquitin loci and a gene deletion, was generated as described 

above. Likewise, the corresponding single mutant strains (i.e. a strain carrying only the 

mutant ubiquitin loci, and a strain carrying the gene deletion and modified ubiquitin loci 
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expressing wild type ubiquitin) were generated as described above. To compare the 

growth phenotype of the double mutant strain to the single mutant phenotypes, overnight 

cultures were grown at 30°C. The optical density of the saturated cultures was then 

measured, and their densities normalized to OD600 of 1. 5-fold dilutes were then 

generated, and a small volume (3-6ul) was transferred onto agar plates using a 

multichannel micropipette. Plates were then allowed to dry prior to placing in a 30°C 

incubator. Images of the plates were recorded by scanning the plates on a Hewlett-

Packard scanner every 24 hours up to 3 days after initial plating.  

An important consideration when validating genetic interactions from a screen 

such as the 4-marked ubiquitin SGA described here is the fact the genetic interactions in 

the screen is carried out on selective plates lacking certain nutrients and containing drugs. 

Even though the final cells carry all necessary markers to survive and grow on the 

selective media, the growth conditions are inherently stressful. Therefore, some true 

genetic interactions will not be detected when cells are grown on rich YM-1 plates with 

dextrose (2%) at 30°C. To rule out any given genetic interaction as being a false positive, 

it is necessary to reproduce the conditions of the screen as faithfully as possible. When 

validating genetic interactions, it is often convenient to plate the 5-fold dilutions of the 

strains of interest on several plates containing different nutrients or drugs, and also 

incubating various plates at different temperatures (30°C, 37°C). An example is shown in 

Figure 2, wherein the strong synthetic interaction between the K6R ubiquitin mutant 

and deletion of UBP6 identified in the screen (S-score of -7.05) is detectable only with 

increasing amounts of canavanine.  
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Figure 2: The conditional nature of some genetic interactions.  A synthetic 
interaction between mutation of K6 of ubiquitin and deletion of UBP6 was identified in 
the 4-marker SGA. The interaction was validated by spot dilution assays on CSM plates 
containing the indicated concentration of canavanine.  

 

The interpretation of spot dilution assays is done by comparing the growth of each 

single mutant to the growth the double mutant strain. Because the cultures are normalized 

to the same number of cells prior to generating 5-fold dilutions and plating, the number of 

colonies observable at higher dilutions can be compared to determine whether more (or 

less) cell death is observed in the double mutant relative to the single mutant strains. The 

size of the colonies is also analyzed to determine whether the single and double mutant 

cells grow at different rates.  

 

7.	Concluding	remarks	

The redundancy between ubiquitin linkage types, the lack of biochemical tools, 

and their relatively low abundance have all hampered the study of atypical polyubiquitin 

chains [2]. The analysis of genetic interactions is a powerful approach to study functional 

relationships between genes that are phenotypic, thereby facilitating the discovery of 

physiologically important functions of genes. The synthetic genetic array (SGA) 

described here represents the first comprehensive genetic analysis of lysine-to-arginine 

ubiquitin mutant alleles. Furthermore, the methodology that was developed to carry out 

the SGA and follow up of hits can be applied to the study of other pathways with 

complex relationships between genes.  
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Chapter 3 

A Top-Down Mass Spectrometry-based method to identify substrates of 

polyubiquitin chains 

The ubiquitin field has relied heavily on proteomics methods to identify proteins 

that are ubiquitinated. The combination of genetics with quantitative mass spectrometry, 

for example, can reveal proteins that are stabilized by disruptions to ubiquitin ligases or 

conjugating enzymes. Proteomics can also reveal the specific lysines that are modified on 

a protein due to the glycine-glycine (GG) motif that remains covalently linked to 

ubiquitinated lysines following digestion with trypsin, a necessary step preceding protein 

analysis by mass spectrometry. Cell Signaling Technology Inc. developed an antibody 

that specifically binds the GG motif on ubiquitinated lysines. This antibody, termed the 

ubiquitin-remnant antibody, has been an invaluable tool in the search for ubiquitinated 

proteins as it permits the enrichment of modified peptides prior to analysis by mass 

spectrometry.  

The focus of this dissertation work has been to understand the functions of 

atypical polyubiquitin chains in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. To understand their functions, 

it is necessary to find the substrate proteins they modify. However, current proteomics 

methods are limited in their ability to provide information about the type of ubiquitin 

chains on substrates. The typical method used to identify ubiquitinated proteins involves 

the digestion of proteins with trypsin, an enzyme that cleaves proteins at arginine and 

lysine residues. This generates peptides of an appropriate size for proteomics analysis. 

This process necessarily destroys information about the type of ubiquitin chain on 

proteins, as an arginine residue exists immediately upstream of the GG motif of ubiquitin.  
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 A careful consideration of the primary structure of ubiquitin revealed that the use 

of enzymes other than trypsin, which cleaves proteins at both arginine and lysine 

residues, could preserve ubiquitin linkage type information for analysis by mass 

spectrometry.  The proteases Lys-C and Lys-N cleave proteins on the carboxyl or amino 

terminal sides, respectively, of lysine residues only. Thus, for a protein modified with a 

chain of polyubiquitin, Lys-C or Lys-N cleaves at every unconjugated lysine residue of 

ubiquitin and the modified substrate. Lysines that are modified by ubiquitin on either the 

substrate or on the ubiquitin chain are not cleaved. In the specific case of a homogenous 

lysine 63-linked polyubiquitin chain, because there are no lysines between K63 and the 

C-terminus of ubiquitin, the chain will be preserved on the substrate.  

Figure 1: The proteolysis of a K63-polyubiquitinated substrate with Lys-
C/N. A substrate is polyubiquitinated with a chain of three ubiquitin protomers, linked at 
lysine 63 of ubiquitin. Following digestion with Lys-C or Lys-N, the substrate and 
ubiquitins are cleaved at every available lysine residue, yielding the product shown.  
 

 

While the use of Lys-C or Lys-N to preserve the linkage type information on a 

digested peptide solves an important theoretical hurdle in the ubiquitin field, it also 

generates new practical problem: The peptides arising from Lys-C/N digestion are large 

relative to the tryptic peptides that are conventionally analyzed by mass spectrometry. 

For example, the peptide corresponding to a typical protein conjugated to a tri-ubiquitin 

chain on a single substrate lysine will be close to 20kDA, exceedingly large for 
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conventional mass spectrometry. The application of ‘top-down’ or whole protein 

proteomics could solve this problem [1].  

Top-down proteomics is an emerging methodology in the field of protein research 

by mass spectrometry. Important advances in mass spectrometer technology and protein 

separation methods have rendered the analysis of whole proteins by mass spectrometry 

feasible [2]. A landmark publication by the Kelleher laboratory, for example, analyzed 

the intact proteome of Hela cells identified 1,043 proteins, and a multitude of post-

translational modification events [3]. Importantly, the investigators identified whole 

proteins that were over 100kDa in mass, with the most readily identified proteins had a 

mass of between 10 and 30 kDa. As diagramed above, following digestion, a tri-ubiquitin 

chain would have an approximate mass of 7.6kDa. Each additional ubiquitin in the chain 

would increase the mass of the polyubiquitin chain following digestion by about 3kDa. 

The mass of the peptide corresponding to the polyubiquitinated substrate will vary 

depending on the distribution of lysine residues on the protein, with the average peptide 

being approximately 20kDa. Thus, a typical polyubiquitinated peptide with a chain of 

three ubiquitins would have a mass of about 10kDa. This mass, as well as those of 

peptides with much longer polyubiquitin chains, is well within the mass-ranges that have 

been identified successfully with top-down proteomics methods [4].  

Theoretically, Lys-C and Lys-N are equal in their utility for the purposes 

described above—they both cleave proteins specifically at lysine residues. An important 

practical consideration makes Lys-N a superior choice for the methodology being 

developed. Glutamine and glutamate residues found on the amino terminus of a 

polypeptide can spontaneously convert to pyroglutamate [3,4]. Cleavage on the carboxy-
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terminal side of lysine 48 of ubiquitin by Lys-C would expose a N-terminal glutamine 

residue. Similarly, cleavage on the C-terminal side of lysine 63 of ubiquitin would reveal 

an N-terminal gluatamate. Incomplete or variable conversion of these N-terminal residues 

to pyroglutamate would severely complicate the analysis of the resulting peptides, as the 

same peptide would present with a different mass depending on whether each N-terminal 

glutamine and glutamate is converted to pyroglutamate. In contrast, the cleavage of 

ubiquitinated peptides with Lys-N, which cleaves on the N-terminal side of lysine 

residues, will always lead to lysine as the N-terminal residue on the resulting cleaved 

peptide. The use of Lys-N in the methodology proposed herein facilitates the 

identification of ubiquitinated proteins by top-down mass spectrometry by abrogating the 

need to enzymatically convert all N-terminal glutamine and glutamate residues to 

pyroglutamate to ensure complete conversion [4], or to account for the variable 

conversion of glutamate and glutamine to pyroglutamate computationally. Nonetheless, 

Lys-C was used in several proof-of-concept experiments, as pyroglutamate conversion 

does not affect the analysis of proteins by SDS-PAGE.  

While Lys-C and Lys-N are well-characterized enzymes, they are not as broadly 

utilized in mass spectrometry as is the enzyme trypsin. A crucial aspect of the method 

proposed here is the specific cleavage of proteins exclusively at lysine residues. Off-

target cleavage of ubiquitinated proteins, for example at arginine residues, would 

abrogate the advantages of the technique. Dr. Daniel Finley and colleagues developed a 

set of yeast strains and plasmids that allow for the inducible repression of wild type 

ubiquitin, while simultaneously expressing any variant of ubiquitin desired [5]. Using this 

system, ubiquitin wherein all lysines were mutated to arginine (K0), all lysines except for 
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K48 were mutated to arginine (K48-only), or wild type ubiquitin were expressed in cells. 

Total ubiquitin was purified from cell lysates using the polyubiquitin-binding reagent, 

Tube 1, from LifeSensors Inc., in the manufacturer-recommended buffer (50mM Tris-

HCl, pH 7.5, 0.15M NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 1% NP-40, 10% glycerol). Total ubiquitin was 

then eluted using 0.2% Rapigest in water (w/v) and diluted to 0.1% Rapigest in a suitable 

buffer for digestion with Lys-C (100mM ammonium bicarbonate). To half of the elute, 

Lys-C enzyme was added at approximately a 1:100 ratio (enzyme:total protein) and 

incubated overnight at room temperature. Samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE 

followed by western blotting for ubiquitin.  
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Figure 2: Digestion of total ubiquitin with Lys-C. Total ubiquitin from yeast 
strains expressing the indicated ubiquitin variants was isolated using a polyubiquitin-
binding resin. The eluate was digested with Lys-C when noted, and analyzed by SDS-
PAGE followed by western blotting for ubiquitin. Two exposures, light (top) and dark 
(bottom), are shown.  
 

 The Tube 2 ubiquitin-binding reagent efficiently purifies free and conjugated 

ubiquitin. It is evident that Lys-C efficiently cleaves the proteins in the eluate in all three 

tested strains (expressing WT, K0 or K48 ubiquitin). In the case of WT ubiquitin, all 

signal corresponding to ubiquitin is lost following digestion with Lys-C. As expected for 

K0 ubiquitin, free ubiquitin is not cleaved (band below 10kDa) due to the lack of lysine 
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residues. The ubiquitin smear is, however, lost following Lys-C digestion, as proteins that 

are conjugated to ubiquitin are cleaved at lysines. Crucially, an ubiquitin smear is 

preserved only in the sample containing K48-only ubiquitin, which likely represents 

chains of polyubiquitin linked to lysine-48. Importantly, as expected, free K48-only 

ubiquitin is cleaved by Lys-C at Lysine 48.  

 To confirm that Lys-N functions similarly to Lys-C, two sources of Lys-N were 

tested using purifications of WT ubiquitin. Thermo Scientific produces Lys-N that is 

purified from Grifola frondosa. UProtein Express produces recombinant Lys-N. Both 

enzymes were tested as described above in 100mM ammonium bicarbonate with a final 

concentration of 0.1% Rapigest. Surprisingly, the enzyme from Thermo Scientific 

(purified from G. frondosa) performs significantly better than the recombinant enzyme 

from UProtein Express under the stated conditions:  

Figure 3: Determination of activity of Lys-N from commercial sources. 
Total ubiquitin from yeast strains expressing wild type ubiquitin was isolated using a 
polyubiquitin-binding resin (Tube 1, LifeSensors Inc.). The eluate was digested with Lys-
N from either Thermo Scientific (TS) or UProtein Express (UPE) when noted, and 
analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by Silver Staining.  
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The preceding experiments served to validate the activity and specificity of the 

enzymes Lys-C and Lys-N. The method proposed here requires analysis by mass 

spectrometry of complex peptide mixtures following digestion of cell lysates with Lys-N. 

The complexity of the samples, along with the large size of the peptides of interest, 

makes the analysis of the resulting mass spectrometry data challenging. In consultation 

with mass spectrometry collaborators in the laboratory of Dr. Neil Kelleher, the protein 

Sna3 was chosen to serve as a model substrate to be used in proof of principle 

experiments.  

Sna3 is a small membrane protein, with a molecular weight of about 15KDa. Its 

function remains enigmatic, although it has been proposed to function as an adaptor for 

the E3 ubiquitin ligase, Rsp5 [6].  Importantly, Sna3 is ubiquitinated at only one of its 

four lysine residues (K125) with homogenous K63-linked polyubiquitin [7]. Thus, upon 

digestion with Lys-N, Sna3 modified with K63-linked polyubiquitin at K125 will 

produce a stereotypical 93-amino acid peptide (after cleavage at the most K125-proximal 

lysine of Sna3, K50). K125, which is conjugated to polyubiquitin, will not be cleaved by 

Lys-N. Because the ubiquitin chain conjugated to K125 of Sna3 is linked through lysine 

63 of ubiquitin, every substrate-proximal ubiquitin will be cleaved at K48, while the 

terminal ubiquitin will be cleaved at K63. This yields a defined peptide corresponding to 

Sna3 that will remain covalently linked to a peptide corresponding to the ubiquitin 

modification on K125.  

To characterize the ubiquitination and cleavage of Sna3 by Lys-N prior to 

analysis by mass spectrometry, the protein was tagged on its N-terminus with a triple 

Flag epitope tag. The protein was then purified using anti-Flag antibody beads and said 
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eluate was subjected to Lys-N-mediated proteolysis. The resulting peptide mixture was 

further purified using the UbiSight antibody (LifeSensors Inc.), which binds the C-

terminus of ubiquitin. This final purification step allowed for the enrichment of peptides 

linked to ubiquitin, which is likely to significantly simplify the analysis of the peptide 

mixture by mass spectrometry and facilitate identification of substrates. The described 

experiments analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by Silver Staining and western blotting: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 4: Digestion of purfied Sna3 with Lys-N. Flag-Sna3 was purified from 
otherwise WT yeast strains using bead-conjugated anti-Flag antibody. The eluate was 
subjected to proteolysis by Lys-N (as noted) and ubiquitinated peptides were enriched 
using the UbiSight antibody. Samples were anlayzed by SDS-PAGe followed by western 
blotting as indicated, or by silver staining.  
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